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ABSTRACT
Two sets o f snow and ice thickness data o f antarctic sea ice are presented in this study:
drilling profiles on individual sea ice floes and spatially more extensive shipboard
observations are investigated in order to reveal spatial and temporal characteristics o f sea
ice. The data were acquired between 1993 and 199S in the Ross and the
Amundsen/Beilinghausen Seas, two different regions o f the south polar Pacific Ocean. Sea
ice characteristics as well as their spatial distribution and temporal evolution are derived
from the data sets. Strong regional trends are observed in ice thickness distributions o f the
drilling data. A spatial pattern is detected in the snow and ice thickness data as they were
sorted according to distance from the ice edge. Flooding on sea ice floes is a widespread
phenomenon in Antarctica and relevant for snow ice growth. Flooding is shown to
correlate highly with snow loading, while it was much less distinctly correlated to ridging.
Isostatic balance was tested on individual sea ice floes. Deviation from isostatic balance
was shown to occur locally but was negligible on averaging scales o f a few meters. With
the help o f ice thickness and roughness criteria an unbiased and reproducible ice
classification scheme is developed. A combination o f different methods from spectral and
spatial statistics was used to describe the surface roughness characteristics o f the three ice
groups in detail. As a practical outcome from the roughness characteristics, air, water and
ice surface drag coefficients were derived. With the goal to enhance sampling efficiency,
the methodology o f data sampling is investigated and optimized strategies are presented.
Finally, a statistical ice thickness model managed to explain regional differences in the
shape o f the ice thickness distribution and therefore the relative significance o f ice growth
and development processes for a certain region.
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SEA ICE PROPERTIES DERIVED FROM SNOW AND ICE
THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE SOUTH POLAR PACIFIC
OCEAN

Introduction
Knowledge o f the spatial and temporal thickness distribution o f sea ice and its
associated snow cover is important for understanding interaction processes between ocean
and atmosphere in the Polar regions. Since the albedo o f sea ice is significantly higher than
the albedo o f open water, sea ice concentration determines the radiation budget. Further,
observations and model simulations provide evidence that the surface sensible heat fluxes
from the open water (e.g. leads and polynyas) to the atmosphere are one to two orders o f
magnitude larger than from the surface o f thick pack ice [M eleshko et a l., 1991].
Sea ice variability is also believed to be an indicator o f possible climatic warming.
For the Arctic a small decrease in sea ice extent has been observed, but no corresponding
trend has been found for Antarctica [Jones, 1995], In contrast to the Arctic, sea ice extent
in the Antarctic may be dominated by sea ice motion and dynamics. Therefore, a constant
sea ice extent could mask a net decrease in total sea ice mass that is due to a change in the
ice thickness distribution.
Upward looking sonar records from submarines provide extensive and spatially
representative ice thickness data for the Arctic. In contrast, Antarctic sea ice thickness
information is largely limited to drilling data with extensive data sets being available
mainly for the Weddell Sea. In this study I will investigate snow and ice thickness data,
which were acquired in the Ross, Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas during five cruises
on board o f the research vessel N athaniel B. Palmer (NBP), between September 1993 and
September 1995.
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XV

This thesis consists o f three chapters which represent papers investigating various
aspects o f sea ice thickness data. An immediate goal o f the thesis is to find spatial and
temporal trends within the snow and ice thickness distributions. The adequate assessment
o f these trends is essential for monitoring future climate change. As a further goal,
roughness measures are derived from the snow and ice thickness profiles and are shown to
be relevant for ice classification and hereby indirectly connected to the question o f an area
averaged energy budget. Surface roughness also determines drag coefficients, which are
important parameters for the turbulent energy exchange. Finally, with the goal to minimize
future time and cost consumption o f data acquisition, optimized sampling strategies o f sea
ice thickness are discussed. In a more global context, the various aspects studied in the
following three chapters, provide an assembly o f methods and methodology to monitor
future global climate change with respect to Antarctic sea ice.
In the first chapter two different data sets are presented: drilling data (Set A ), which
were acquired on individual sea ice floes and continuous shipboard observations (Set B).
The respective advantages and disadvantages o f the two data sets in representing different
sea ice regimes are presented. Spatial and temporal variability of snow and ice thickness is
investigated in connection with thermodynamic and dynamic sea ice growth and
development processes as well as oceanographic conditions. Flooding is a typical antarctic
sea ice phenomenon and o f major consequence for the snow ice formation. Sea ice surface
wetness and flooding prior to and after drilling, are studied in relation to ridging and/or
snow loading. This leads to questions'of how severely isostatic balance can be disturbed
and how the observed isostatic imbalances depend on the observation scale. Knowing to
which extent isostatic balance is fulfilled is important for sea ice models including ice
stresses and would be o f major significance for inferring sea ice thickness from laser
profiling.
The second chapter studies roughness characteristics of the snow, ice and ice
underside surfaces o f the sea ice drilling profiles. Roughness criteria are important for

_
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•

classifying sea ice according to its degree o f deformation. Furthermore, surface roughness
is a crucial parameter that influences the turbulent heat transfer processes between the
ocean and the atmosphere. A variety o f different approaches to deriving roughness
properties are presented in the second paper and are shown to appropriately describe the
various aspects o f roughness.
The objective o f the third chapter is a statistical examination o f the two data sets
with respect to representativeness and robustness to subsampling. Subsampling errors of
mean ice and snow thickness values are studied for different subsampling methods. The
shapes o f the probability density functions (PDFs) o f snow and ice thickness are more
sensitive to subsampling than are the corresponding mean thickness values. Whether this
increased sensitivity causes a crucial loss o f information when collecting less data leads to
the more general question on what determines the shape o f a PDF. The latter question is
approached in two ways. First, theoretical statistical distributions are fitted to the real data
ice thickness PDFs. Second a statistical ice thickness model is developed in order to
simulate how sea ice growth and development processes influence the shape o f an ice
thickness distribution.
The following general implications for future Antarctic sea ice sampling can be
drawn from the studies in these three chapters. With respect to monitoring sea ice
thickness change future, sampling has to be done trueiy comparable with respect to region
and position from the ice edge. Further, it would be best to sample more regions, possibly
at the expense o f sampling fewer floes per region and/or fewer, wider spaced data points
per floe. However, roughness information would suffer as a consequence o f wider spacing
between drilling points. Also, for regional ice classification and energy budget calculation
roughness determinations are needed over larger areas. In order to fulfill this last goal the
development and improvement of alternative methods, such as laser profiling, ultrasonic
minisubs or remote sensing is desirable.
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1

I. Spatial and Temporal Variability of Snow and Ice Thickness In
the South Polar Pacific Ocean
1.1 Abstract
Spatial and temporal characteristics o f snow and ice thickness were determined for data,
acquired during five cruises into the Bellingshausen/Amundsen and Ross Seas between
September 1993 and 1995. When sorted in distance classes from the ice edge, snow and
ice thickness showed a pattern o f spatial and temporal variability that was linked to sea ice
growth processes, sea ice motion and deformation as well as to oceanographic processes.
Investigations o f moisture and wetness at the snow/ice interface prior to drilling were
correlated to freeboard measurements. Flooded locations correlated well with negative
freeboard while sites o f moist snow showed a lesser correlation. Wetness and flooding
also showed high correlations to ratios o f snowload to ice thickness; the relation to the
amount o f ridging was less conclusive. Isostatic balance was tested locally and on various
spatial scales. The isostatic equation was formulated, including the slush densities, leading
to a definition o f a generalized density weighted snow/ice thickness ratio (GSI) which was
used as a measure o f the degree o f isostatic balance. Deviations from isostatic balance
occurred locally but decreased quickly on spatial averaging scales o f a few meters. Sea ice
was generally closer to isostatic balance in early winter as opposed to later in the season.
Exact fits o f the data points to isostatic equilibrium proved to be sensitive to the choice o f
both slush and snow density. As an output o f adjusting the isostatic balance o f a floe, a
mean snow density for the floe was inferred. Using the isostatic equation an order of
magnitude comparison between the depression o f a floe due to snowload and bottom
melting and its uplift due to ice growth was carried out. As a further result the
contribution o f snow ice formation to the overall ice growth was calculated.

i
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1.2 Introduction
The variable extent and thickness o f sea ice in the south polar ocean reflects a
sensitive interaction with the Antarctic climate. The most relevant property o f any sea ice
cover is its insulating effect on the ocean by diminishing energy exchange with the
atmosphere. Oceanic heat and moisture fluxes in the Arctic regions are reduced by up to
two orders o f magnitude in the presence o f a winter sea ice cover. Variations in
oceanographic and atmospheric temperatures as well as precipitation rates are also
intricately linked to changes in the sea ice cover. In various studies [Fletcher, 1969; Budd',
1975; Ackley and Keliher, 1976; Streten and Pike, 1980; Ackley, 1981; Carleton, 1981;
Cavalieri and Parkinson, 1981; Gordon and Taylor, 1975; Gordon, 1981; H itler and
Ackley, 1983; Sturman and Anderson, 1986] evidence was found that increased energy
flux through open water areas that develop within the sea ice can lead to enhanced
cyclogenesis, thus affecting the atmospheric circulation and the global climate. Conversely,
atmospheric temperatures and winds can affect processes like freezing, melting and
transport o f sea ice. Atmospheric conditions as well as sea ice growth and dynamics are
mutually dependent on oceanographic circulation [Jacobs and Comiso, 1989; M artinson,
1993]. For instance, how much a sea ice field is set in motion by atmospheric forcing is
sensitive to the magnitude o f the oceanic sensible heat flux [Martinson, 1993], A low
oceanic sensible heat flux initiates more freezing and as a result more release o f latent heat
to the atmosphere and salt to the ocean. This causes destabilization and convection in the
ocean and leads to more divergence in the ice pack. On the other hand, with a high
oceanic sensible heat flux the ocean can balance atmospheric heat loss without growing
ice. This stabilizes the ocean and dampens ice motions. Divergent and convergent motions
within the pack, initiated as the result o f atmospheric forcing, in turn affect thinning or
thickening o f the sea ice field.
The climatic influence o f a sea ice field is further complicated through the presence
o f snow cover [Ackley et al., 1990; Ledley 1991, 1993; Massom et al., 1996; Sturm et al..
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submitted]. Snow acts as an insulator, thus keeping the sea ice warm and thin, but at the
same time it also raises the albedo, thus leading to lower temperatures and thicker sea ice.
The role o f snow becomes even more ambiguous through the process of flooding (Eicken
et a l., 1995a; Lytle and Ackley, 1996] which initiates brine and seawater infiltration into
near-surface snow-layers. Once a snow layer is flooded it freezes and snow ice forms. As
field studies have proven [Eicken et al., 1994; Lange et a l., 1990] flooding and snow ice
formation are widespread in Antarctica and their impact on sea ice processes is important.
Lytle and Ackley [1996] showed that the presence o f liquid water in slush during the
formation o f snow ice initiates convective processes which increase the heat transfer from
the base to the surface o f an ice floe. This in turn may reduce the amount o f bottom
melting. Flooding also effects changes in the albedo (and hence the local radiation budget)
o f sea ice and alters its passive and active microwave signatures [Drinkwater et al., 1993;
Hosseinmastqfa et al., 1995]. Finally, the intrusion o f seawater plays an important role in
biological processes as it promotes the development o f algae communities at the snow ice
interface [Fritsen et al., 1994; Ackley and Sullivan, 1994].
Compared to the Arctic, snow and ice thickness data o f the Antarctic ocean are
sparse as they are limited to drilling data to date. Several expeditions have been made in
the Weddell Sea [Wadhams et aI., 1987; Lange and Eicken, 1991] and to East Antarctica
[Allison, 1989; A llison et al., 1993; Allison and Worby, 1994]. Between 1993 and 1995
the research vessel Nathaniel B. Palmer (NBP) made four voyages into the pack ice o f the
South Polar Pacific Ocean. The two main sectors which were visited are the Amundsen
and Bellingshausen Seas and the Ross Sea embayment. This was a first opportunity for
systematic snow and ice thickness measurements as well as for quantitative studies about
the extent o f flooding in these regions. For the Ross Sea which, next to the Weddell Sea,
represents a region o f great variability in sea ice extent [Streten and Pike, 1980], it was
the first midwinter visit since Shackleton’s historic voyage in 1902.

i
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This study is a comparative spatial and temporal analysis o f all snow and ice
thickness data acquired during these cruises with a focus on the characteristics o f the two
major geographic areas. The methods used in collecting the data are described in section
2. In section 3 snow and ice thickness data are presented as well as results about the
relation between wetness and negative freeboard. Finally sections 4, 5 and

6

deal with

problems related to isostatic balance, including questions o f depression, flooding and
isostatic uplift and their connection to snow loading and ridging.

1.3 Fieldwork and Data
1.3.1 Geographical data coverage
Figure 1.1 and Table I. la show ship tracks, geographical areas covered, dates and
seasons o f NBP cruises. Cruise NBP 93 crossed the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas.
Cruise NBP 94 started in the Amundsen Sea and ended by touching part o f the north
western Ross Sea. NBP 95-3 was an early winter Ross Sea expedition which was the first
and only opportunity for the ice breaker to enter deep into the pack ice. Its closest
approach to the continent was only 19 km from the Ross Ice Shelf at position 77.8° South
and 179.5° West. Cruise NBP 95-5 is divided into two parts; part 1 was a late winter Ross
Sea cruise and part 2 transversed the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas, thus covering a
similar area to NBP 93.
1.3.2 D ata and methods
Two fundamentally different sets o f snow and ice thickness data were acquired for all
these cruises.
Set A consists o f ice thicknesses obtained by drilling holes at spadngs o f 2 m (for the
1993 and 1994 cruises) and I m (for the 1995 cruises) along transects that typically
included 50 to 100 holes. One to three such profiles were obtained per floe. An attempt
was always made to select a floe which was characteristic o f the region in which the ship

_
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was operating on that particular day. Transects were laid out in an effort to be
representative for a given floe. Because o f the common occurrence o f features caused by
the deformation o f ice each transect typically crossed at least one ridge or raft.
Set B is a set o f snow and ice thickness measurements which were made hourly while
the ship was in motion. Twenty-five visual estimates o f snow and ice thickness were made
once every hour for individual floe pieces that were tipped over by the ship. A buoy of
known diameter, which was attached to the side o f the ship, was used as a scale.
Each o f the two methods has its specific sampling bias [Worby et at., 1994; Jeffries
and Adolphs, in press]. Set A contains mostly medium thick floes with moderate ridging
and does not adequately represent thin ice (<30cm) because in-situ sampling in thin ice
areas was commonly dangerous. A benefit o f the drilling method is the additional
information about freeboard, a measure o f how much the ice surface lies above or below
the water surface, which in the latter case leads to flooding and snow ice formation. The
lesser number o f observations o f Set A as opposed to Set B is balanced by a higher
measurement accuracy o f the drilling data (about I cm for snow and ice thickness and O.S
cm for freeboard). Set B does not contain representative data about ridges and thick ice,
since the latter were either avoided by the ship or more commonly were broken into
pieces. However, it does adequately represent medium to thin ice with a slight bias in low
concentration pack ice where thin ice was often pushed away rather than turned over. The
lesser accuracy o f method B (about 5 to 10 cm) as compared to method A is balanced by
its ability to give more continuous geographical coverage and many more observations.
Because o f the large number o f observations random errors cancel out. An overview of
statistical parameters for Set A and Set B is given in Table I. lb. For the 199S cruises the
snow/ice interface o f each drilling location was qualitatively examined prior to drilling and
classified as dry, moist, wet or flooded. Finally, in addition to the snow and ice thickness
data, which were acquired at each ice station, snow densities were measured at one to
three sites per floe.
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1.4 Results
1.4.1 Comparability and bias o f the two methods
Figure 1.2 shows the Probability Density Function (PDF) o f the ice thicknesses
measured by the two methods showing their extent o f comparability and hence
representativeness. Figure I.2c shows the PDF o f ice thickness obtained by drilling
(method A ) during NBP 95-3. Figure I.2a displays the corresponding distribution o f ice
thickness which was sampled by method B for this particular cruise.
In order to compare the results o f the two methods an attempt was made to remove
their respective biases. For Set A a Rayleigh ridge criterion [Wadhams and H om e, 1980,
Wadhams et a /.,1992] was applied to the data. In analogy to Eicken et al. [1995b] level
ice was identified for sections with a minimal length o f

20

m, which were bounded where

the local ice thickness departed by more than 50% from the mean thickness over the
section. Using this criterion, level ice can be separated from deformed ice as shown by the
shaded areas in Figure I.2c. Figure I.2b shows the resulting level ice PDF o f the drilling
data (Set A ). Subtraction o f the thin ice bin (0-30 cm ice) from the Set B PDF in Figure
I.2a and recalculation o f mean and standard deviation (57 cm and 24 cm, respectively)
shows a reasonably close agreement to the respective values for the level ice PDF o f Set A
(Figure I.2b).
It must be noted that the attempt to remove the biases o f both methods occurred a
priori and is only approximate. Even at significance levels (a<0.001) statistical t- and ftests reject the null hypothesis o f equal mean and standard deviation, respectively. Due to
the large sample sizes (n >

2000)

for both data sets, their means and standard deviations

should agree at the sub-centimeter level for the null-hypothesis to hold. Hence, the failure
o f the t- and /-tests suggests the presence o f more unresolved systematic errors in one or
both methods. Nevertheless it seems reasonable to assume that most o f the initial bias
present in both methods was indeed removed by this simple approach. Within their region
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o f overlap, between roughly 30 to 100 cm ice thickness, both methods will likely give
representative estimates o f the real ice thickness distribution.
1.4.2 Snow and ice thickness data grouped in distance classes
Snow and ice thickness data in two major geographical areas, the Ross Sea and the
Bellingshausen/Amundsen Seas, can be distinguished and grouped into classes in terms o f
distance from the ice edge. Figure 1.3 is a presentation o f mean sea ice and snow thickness
data sorted in such distance classes for both Set A and Set B Ross Sea data in early (Figure
I.3a,b) and late winter (Figure I.3c,d). Figure 1.4 is a similar presentation o f the late winter
data, which were obtained in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas in 1993 and 199S.
Values o f standard deviations, a, are given along the lines o f mean snow and ice
thicknesses. Standard errors are generally two orders o f magnitude less than all thickness
values. As o* o f the snow thickness distributions is slightly smaller than for the ice
distributions, the corresponding errors for the snow thicknesses are even smaller. Errors
are slightly larger for the Set A data than for the Set B data, since they contain fewer ice
observations per distance class.
A similar grouping in distance classes has been done by Worby et aL [1996] and by
Allison and Worby [1994] for East Antarctic snow and ice. As presented in detail in
Jeffries and Adolphs [in press] one can clearly discern three characteristic zones for both
data sets o f the Ross Sea in early winter (Figure I.3a,b). The first zone is the area in the
vicinity o f the continent at >

12 0 0

km from the ice edge where the mean ice thickness is

low. The second zone between 800-1200 km from the ice edge consists o f thick ice for
both Set A and B (Figure 1.3 a,b). Zone 3 (< 800 km from the ice edge) is characterized by
a distinctly lower mean ice thickness which declines towards the ice edge. Absolute values
o f ice and snow thickness are higher for the drilling data (Figure 1.3a, c) than for the
continuous shipboard measurements (Figure I.3b, d), but the tendency of relative
variability with space is similar for both sets o f each cruise. The graphs for the late winter
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Ross Sea (Figure 1.3 c,d) cover only the distances between 0 and 800 km, but they show
the same trend as zone 3 o f Figure 1.3 a and b for the early winter cruise. The distance
class between 0-200 from the ice edge appears only in the Set B data (Figure 1.3 b,d) and
shows distinctly lower ice and snow thicknesses than in zone 3.
During late winter sea ice conditions also restricted the research vessel to the outer
pack ice (< 800 km from the ice edge) in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (Figure
1.4). As in the Ross Sea (Figure 1.3), there is a general increase in ice thickness from the
ice edge towards the continent. However, contrary to the data from the Ross Sea where
different distance classes are similar for Set A and Set B, the trend o f thickening towards
the continent in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas is much more pronounced for the
drilling data than for the continuous observations (Figure I.4c and d). Since the 1993
cruise in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas only covers the relatively small area
between SO and 450 km from the ice edge, it is difficult to make comparisons between
distance classes. As in the Ross Sea, there is also a distinct class o f thin ice with thin snow
cover in the Set B data (Figure 1.4 b,d) for the Bellingshausen/Amundsen Seas at distances
< 200 km from the ice edge. In the classes > 200 km, the Set A data contain higher mean
ice and snow thickness values than Set B data (Figure I.4c, d) as well as a more
pronounced increase towards the continent, especially in the class > 450 km This pattern
o f greater difference between Set A and Set B in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas
can also be seen in Table I. lb.
I.4.2.1 Seasonal comparison o f distance classes in the Ross Sea
As discussed in Jeffries and Adolphs [in press] the steep decline towards a very small
mean ice thickness for both Sets A and B o f the early winter Ross Sea (zone 1 in Figure
I.3a,b) gives evidence o f the fact that ice production takes place in near coastal polynyas
and leads. From its origin near the continent the thin ice drifts then away towards the
interior pack ice zone where it thickens by deformation and thermodynamic growth (zone
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2). A similar observation, however not as obvious, was reported by A llison and Worby
[1994] in East Antarctica. As further shown in Jeffries and Adolphs [in press] the marked
difference in ice thickness between zones 2 and 3 can be explained by a combination o f
oceanographic and atmospheric influences. The boundary between zone 2 and 3 coincides
approximately with the location o f the continental slope which separates the colder
continental shelf water from the deep ocean water to the north. This suggests that the
lower oceanic heat fluxes over the continental shelf in combination with calmer sheltered
atmospheric conditions in the Ross Sea embayment favor thermodynamic congelation ice
growth in the interior pack (zone 2) as opposed to the outer pack ice (zone 3). The trend
o f similar relative variability with distance for both Sets A and B (Figure 1.3 a and b) can
be taken as a proof o f the general comparability (section 2 .2 ) o f the two methods despite
the difference in sampling range. An exception is the thin ice zone (zone 4) which only
shows up in Set B (Figure 1.3 b,d) and represents young ice near the ice edge consisting of
pancakes and small cake floes.
The graphs o f the late winter Ross Sea cruise (Figure I.3c, d) include only
observations between 0-800 km from the ice edge which can be compared to zone 3 o f the
early winter cruise. Despite the three months time gap, there are no marked differences
between the changes in snow and ice thickness in the Set B data o f the late winter Ross
Sea in comparison to the 0-800 km zone o f the early winter Ross Sea. Both continuous
data sets from the Ross Sea display a strikingly similar, seasonally independent pattern in
the common zone o f overlap from 0 to 800 km distance from the ice edge. A comparison
o f the drilling data (Set A ) in the zone o f overlap (200-800 km) also shows a similar
tendency, but slightly higher ice and snow thickness values for the late winter set (Figure
1.3a, c). This shows that medium to large ice floes which are suitable for drilling are
thicker later in the season (Table I. lb). Since this thicker ice does not fall in the sampling
range o f the shipboard measurements, it is not reflected in Set B.

i
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/. 4.2.2 Annual comparison o f distance classes in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas
Mean ice thickness o f the drilling data is high in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen
Seas (Figure I.4a,c) as compared to the other cruises and to the less variable mean values
o f the Set B data (Figure I.4b,d, Table I.lb). This characteristic feature coincides with
more frequent ridging in the Set A data o f the Bellingshausen and Amundsen area as
compared to other geographical regions (Table I.lb). It has already been suggested that
the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas appear to be areas o f heavy ridging [Worby et al.,
1994; Jeffries et al., 1994],
Since sampling o f deformed ice is one o f the deficiencies o f the shipboard
measurements, ridges are hardly contained in the Set B data. Consequently increased rates
o f ridging turn up predominantly in the Set A data, mainly towards the inner pack where
ice motion is more convergent. This also explains the steep increase in ice thickness in the
class > 4S0 km in Figure I.4c. It is worth noting that ice thickness increases rapidly at this
transition while snow thickness shows little change. This suggests that in this region ice
thickness increases result from deformation and hence are not correlated with similar
increases in snow thickness.
1.4.3 PD F’s o f ice and snow thicknesses and freeboard
Since the two Ross Sea cruises made it possible to study the same area twice within
four months in 1995, it is useful to define a common geographic area (between 64.87° and
70.62° southern latitude) where the two cruises overlapped. The drilling data for this
common area are shown in Figure 1.5. Since a larger area was sampled in early winter than
in late winter, Figure 1.5 contains all the drilling data o f late winter but only part o f the Set
A data for early winter. It is clear that there is a tendency for the snow and ice PDF’s to
become flatter and to shift towards higher thickness values later in the season. Mean snow
and ice thickness values are also larger in late winter and there is a slight increase in the
variance. A comparison between the two freeboard distributions (Figure l.5e and f) shows
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a considerable number o f freeboard measurements in the 0 to 5 cm bin in early winter and
a larger number o f negative than positive freeboard values in late winter.
Figure 1.6 shows PDF’s o f the drilling data for the Bellingshausen and Amundsen
Seas in 1993 and 199S. Data from the 1994 cruise (Figure 1.1) are also included for
comparison. Shaded areas indicate the amount o f ridged ice in each particular ice thickness
bin. One sees that deformation plays a much greater role in the Bellingshausen and
Amundsen Seas (Figure I.6 a and b) as compared to the late winter Ross Sea (Figure I.5d)
and to cruise 94 (see also Table I.lb). The PDF’s for the Bellingshausen and Amundsen
area are broader and shifted towards larger ice thicknesses (Table I. lb) as compared to
both the Ross Sea (Figure I.5d) and to NBP-94 (Figure I.6 c). Furthermore they exhibit a
slightly bimodal appearance, that is shared with the ice distribution o f NBP-94.
Figure 1.7 shows a comparison of Set B PDF’s between the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas (Figure 1.7a, b and c) and the Ross Sea (Figure 1.7 d, e and f) in late
winter 1995. Besides showing slightly higher mean values for the Amundsen Sea, the most
obvious difference between the two geographical areas appears to be the shape o f the
PDF’s with the distribution functions being more irregularly shaped in the Amundsen Sea
as compared to the Ross Sea
1.4.3.1 D rilling PDFs, ridging and level ice
The increase in ice thickness shown in Figure 1.5 (a and d) is undoubtedly due to the
fact that by late winter sea ice has had more time to grow thermodynamically and to show
thickness increases resulting from mechanical deformation than in early winter. An
increase in snow thickness follows since older ice has also had more time to accumulate
snow. A comparison between freeboard PDFs (Figure I.5c and f) shows that a high
flooding potential apparent in early winter (bin 0-5cm) has been realized in late winter as
shown by the large increase in the number o f negative freeboard values.The increase in
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flooding could also partly be attributed to the proportionately greater increase in snow
thickness as opposed to ice thickness later in winter.
The drilling PDFs for the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas (Figure I.6 a and b)
show asymmetrical and irregular shapes at larger ice thicknesses. In section 3.2.2 it was
inferred that deformation plays an important role in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen
Seas. Therefore, one can interpret the asymmetric shape o f the distribution functions in
Figure I.6 a and b as a consequence from and hence as an indicator o f pronounced ridging.
The two Ross Sea areas (Figure I.2c and Figure I.5d), which are clearly less ridged than
the ice in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (Table I.lb), also show distinctly less
flattened and more symmetrical ice thickness PDFs. The ice thickness distribution for
cruise 1994 shows a mixture o f Amundsen and Bellingshausen characteristics and Ross
Sea characteristics. Like the Ross Sea distribution it shows less ridging and a confined
range of ice thicknesses and like the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas there is a bimodal
tendency and a high mean ice thickness value.
As can be seen in Table I.lb there does not appear to be a significant correlation
between a high frequency o f ridging and a high amount o f negative freeboard. The
Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas, which were highly ridged in 1993 and 199S, show the
least amount o f negative freeboard. However, during the 1994 cruise and in the late winter
Ross Sea the number o f ridges were lowest and more than 50% o f the freeboard was
negative. Compared to the Weddell Sea [Wadhams et al., 1987; Lange and Eicken, 1991]
the frequency o f negative freeboards is similar in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen area
but much higher in the Ross Sea.
Table I.lb shows similar values for level ice thicknesses from all the late winter
cruises with the exception o f the low value o f the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas in
1993, where ridging was predominant. The value for the level ice thickness is similar to
the ice thickness for undeformed first year ice found by Lange and Eicken [1991] in the
North Western Weddell Sea in 1989. However it is higher than the corresponding value in
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the 1989 Winter Weddell Sea [Wadhams, 1994]. The mean ice thickness for deformed
first year ice for the Weddell Sea in 1989 [Wadhams, 1994] was similar to the mean
thickness o f ridged ice for the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas; the same value for
1988 found by Lange and Eicken [1991] was somewhat higher. Even if such a comparison
has its limits due to differences in sampling methods it can be concluded that level ice
thicknesses for all cruises, including the early winter Ross Sea, is at least as high as, if not
higher than, the mean thickness o f undeformed first year ice found in the Weddell Sea or
in East Antarctica in late winter [Allison and Worby, 1994].
1.4.3.2 Comparison between the shipboard measurements o f the Ross and Amundsen
Seas in 1995 late winter
The Set B PDFs o f the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas shown in Figure 1.7 are
irregular and slightly bimodal in the interior pack ice zone (class 200-400 km). In
comparison the Set B PDF o f the Ross Sea is close to symmetrical for all classes. The
irregular shape of the Bellingshausen and Amundsen PDF suggests that continuous
congelation ice growth plays a lesser role than rafting and ridging in this region. A
comparison o f the corresponding snow PDF also showed a more irregular and bimodal
distribution for the Amundsen Sea as compared to the Ross Sea. This can be interpreted
as a further sign of increased ridging and rafting as ridges favor a spatially variable snow
cover with heavy build up o f snow on their lee sides and only thin snow layers on their
crests [Sturm et a/.,submitted].
1.4.4 Investigations offlooding prior to and after drilling - spatial and seasonal
differences
As noted in section 2.2 all drilling locations o f the 1995 cruises were qualitatively
examined prior to drilling and classified as dry, moist, wet or flooded. The results o f this
examination will be presented in section 3.4.2. in order to study the relation between the
degree o f wetness before drilling and the freeboard after drilling. In this analysis the

I
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influence o f the field party and their activities on the measurements may be a non*
negligible factor. For that reason an upper limit o f this influence is calculated in section
3.4.1.
/. 4.4.1 Estim ation o f the depression o f a flo e due to the weight o f the field p a rty
Two cases are considered. First, the sea ice floe is viewed as a rigid plate which is
depressed by the weight of the field party due to simple isostatic balance. In a second,
muchmorerealistic case, the elasticity o f the floe is taken into account by assuming the
floe to be a two-dimensional elastic plateand calculating its flexure

in response to an

external load.
Case 1: Consider a rigid, quadratic floe o f sidelength 100 m; if an upper limit o f 20
persons with average weight o f 75 kg is assumed, the corresponding isostatic depression
Aw is
20x7 5 kg
Aw = - --------- -7 ----------------tv = °15 cm,
(a* - a X
x1
m )
with (p*-pt) =

0 .1

g cm*3 being the difference between the densities o f water and ice.

Case 2: The ice floe is now assumed to be a two-dimensional elastic plate (horizontal
coordinates x-y) on a fluid medium [Parmerter, 1974]. The corresponding plate equation
for the vertical deflection w(x) due to an external load q(x) [ Turcotte, 1982] is
D ^ - + ( p w- p l)gw = q(x).
H ereg =

10

( 1)

N/kg is the earth acceleration and D is the flexural rigidity, defined as
B=— B L 12 ( 1 - 0 * )’

with h being the plate thickness, E is the Youngs modulus and u the Poisson ratio o f sea
ice. Typical values for first year ice are E - 3xl0 4 Ncm *2 and u = 0.3 [Parmerter, 1974].

>
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A load concentrated along a line in the y direction at x - 0 representing people along the
drilling profile is assumed so that
q{x) = VaS{x),
with Sfx) being the Dirac delta function. This gives a maximum deflection w- « (a t x = 0) o f
O SK a3
= ----- 2— .
4 D

(2 )

with a, the flexural parameter being equal to
a =

4D
{P r.-P ,)g _

To obtain an upper limit for

a minimum floe thickness o f h = 40 cm and a field party

o f 20 persons, uniformly distributed along a 50 m line, is assumed. The latter gives
20 x 750 N
N
Va = --------------- = 300—
50 m
m
for the line load and a value o f a = 9.2 m for the flexural parameter. The resulting
maximum deflection is
1.6 c m .
and Wa,,*depends linearly on the number o f persons and is proportional to h'v*. This means
that for the same problem, 10 persons would still cause a deflection o f 0.8 cm whereas the
deflection would be still 0.95 cm for a mean floe thickness o f 80 cm (which is a more
realistic average value).
The conclusion is that the influence o f the field party seen in the picture o f rigid
isostatic depression is negligible. However, considering typical freeboard values o f -1 to
+3 cm, the field party can have a noticable impact on the locally measured freeboard if the
floe is treated as an elastic plate.

I
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1.4.4.2 Freeboard statistics o f the wetness groups
Figure 1.8 shows the freeboard distribution functions for the early winter Ross Sea
cruise (column

1),

the late winter Ross Sea cruise (column 2) and the late winter

Amundsen Sea cruise (column 3) for all wetness groups. Wetness increases in descending
order from dry to slushy and/or flooded locations. In this investigation group 3 (slushy
and/or flooded) shows the most obvious results (Figure L8 j,k,l); most locations which
were flooded or slushy had negative freeboards after drilling. In the late winter Ross Sea
not a single positive freeboard was measured at any location belonging to group 3 whereas
in the early winter (Figure 1.8 j) and in the Amundsen Sea (Figure 1.8 1) a few positive
freeboards were observed. Negative freeboards also dominate the moist and wet groups
(group 1 and 2, Figure 1.8 d-i). The only exception is the moist group o f the late winter
Amundsen Sea, where only 45% o f the freeboards were equal or below zero. Even
locations that were dry prior to drilling show a substantial number o f cases where
freeboards were at or below zero (Figure 1.8 a, b and c). For example, up to 25% of the
freeboard measurements from the Ross Sea during late winter were negative and an
additional 20% were zero. Less than 5% o f the freeboards, observed at flooded locations
in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas in late winter were positive; a value that can
probably be considered negligible. Group 2 (wet locations) show on the average 3-5%
positive freeboards with a maximum contribution o f 12% for the Amundsen Sea. Finally
about

20%

positive freeboards seem to be characteristic for the moist group (group 1)

excluding the Amundsen Sea where 55% o f the holes measured had positive freeboard
values.
1.4.4.3 Processes effecting the freeboard statistics o f the wetness groups
The statistics shown in Figure 1.8 suggests that several possible processes could be
affecting local isostacy and hence flooding. For the flooded groups (group 3) o f the early
winter Ross Sea and the late winter Amundsen Sea (Figure 1.8 j,l) 2 % and 5 % of the
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sites showed positive freeboards. This finding could be associated with either young ice or
deformation, as both can create conditions conducive to the formation o f negative
freeboards as compared to older and less deformed ice. Because young ice is thin and
often consists o f small floes, a horizontal influx o f water could result from flooding over
the floe edges, even if the ice surface is generally above the waterline. This occurrence of
unstable edge regions can also be the result o f deformation.
As seen in Figure 1.8a, b and c a considerable percentage o f dry locations show many
freeboards that are equal to or lower than zero. This can have different reasons. Negative
freeboard could have been caused by the weight o f the field party in the course o f the
drilling action (section 3.4.1). Another possibility is that sea water was hindered in
trickling into the snow layer due the low permeability o f the underlying ice [M asson et
al., 1996; Eicken et al., 1994].
The number o f positive freeboards within the moist and wet groups (groups 1 and 2)
was also seen to be generally not negligible (Figure I.8 d to i). At these locations, where
the ice surface is still above the water level, water could have entered as the result of
capillary suction. This could have been effected in detail by various processes. First, brine
or seawater could have been expelled upwards through the brine channels into the snow
cover on top o f the ice surface. [Lytle and Ackley, 1996]. Further, small cracks, mostly
formed as a by-product o f ice deformation, could serve as openings for seawater to be
sucked into the snow-cover by capillary pressure [Massom et al., 1996]. Finally the
depression and flooding o f neighboring areas could similarly (by vertically as well as
horizontally acting capillary attraction) influence regions with positive freeboard. The
occurrence o f high salinity pockets in the snow above the level o f flooding confirms the
importance o f these processes [Sturm et a l., submitted, Massom et al., 1996].
Inspection o f Figure 1.8 shows a good correlation between the degree o f wetness to
the snow/ice thickness ratio, and a less conclusive relation to the percent ridging. Snow to
ice thickness ratios become progressively greater as the degree o f wetness increases. A
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larger amount o f ridging is correlated with a higher degree o f moisture for the early winter
Ross Sea but there is an anticorrelation for the late winter Ross Sea. A slight tendency
towards anticorrelation between these two variables is also seen for the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas. That ridging seems to reduce the overall percentage o f negative
freeboard values observed can be seen in Table I.lb , where areas with little ridging such as
the Ross Sea in late winter show the highest percentages o f negative freeboards (51%)
(see section 3.3). This fact could be explained by the observation that the load distribution
o f keel and sail causes depression o f the ice sheet adjacent to the ridge, thus inducing
flooding, while the ridge itself is strongly uplifted (see section 3.4).
It can be concluded that there is effectively a 1 to 1 correlation between flooding and
negative freeboard (results o f group 3) with an uncertainty o f up to 5%. The correlation is
still fairly good for locations identified as wet prior to drilling which had only 5 to 10% o f
positive freeboard. Places which were classified as moist prior to drilling had an average o f
about 20% positive freeboard with maximum values up to 55%. The wetting o f these
locations is believed to occur by various processes which were initiated by the effect o f
capillary action. Locations which were dry prior to drilling were observed to have
freeboards that are lower or equal to zero with percentages up to 45%.

1.5 Correlation between thickness variables on different spatial scales as
indicators of isostatic balance
1.5.1 Relation between sail and keel
As indicated in the preceding sections, deformation (ridging and rafting) plays a
important role in determining the characteristics o f the snow and sea ice thickness
distribution. The contribution of ridged ice to the total measured sea ice in the drilling data
(Set A) was determined using the Rayleigh ridge criterion [Eicken et al., 1995b, Wadhams
and H om e, 1980, Wadhams et al., 1992] and the percentages are given in Table I.lb . For
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Arctic sea ice it was found [Weeks et al., 1980; Wadhams and H om e, 1980; Wadhams et
al., 1992; Comiso et a l., 1991] that sail and keel thickness distributions o f sea ice, selected
with the Rayleigh ridge criterion, obey a negative exponential distribution o f the form

n(h)dh = Amfimcvp (-a „ ^h )d h

(3)

where n(h) is the probability that the thickness value h lies between h and (h+dh). The
amplitude A and the decay parameter a are parameters characteristic o f the ice regime and
the subscripts sa and ke refer to sail or keel. It has also been observed by Dierking [199S]
that best fits to ridge height distributions o f Antarctic sea ice are also achieved by negative
exponentials.
When the sail and keel distributions o f the ridged ice for the entire drilling data set o f
each o f the cruises were fitted to equation (3), the values for the parameters [A,a] given in
Table 1.2 were obtained. It can be seen that both A and a are larger for sails than for keels.
This indicates a steeper exponential decline for the sail distribution with proportionally
more values at lower thicknesses. The fit to equation (3) was very similar for all data sets
with standard errors o f one to two orders o f magnitude smaller than the amplitude and
generally smaller by two orders o f magnitude than the decay parameter. Figure I.9a shows
a strong linear correlation (r=0.99) between the amplitudes and the decay parameters for
the keel distributions o f the different cruises. A positive correlation was found between the
two amplitudes Am and A t, and a strongly linear correlation between the two decay
parameters a» and a t, can be seen in Figure I.9b (r=0.97).
A strongly linear correlation between the two decay parameters for Arctic sea ice
was also found by Wadhams et al. [1992]. But in comparison to the Arctic values, the
Antarctic amplitudes A presented here seem to be generally lower and decay parameters a
are higher. Figure I.9a and b further indicate that the decay parameter o f both sail and
keel distributions as well as the underside amplitudes are visibly higher for the Ross Sea
than for the Amundsen and Bellingshausen area. This probably reflects the fact that
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distributions o f heavily ridged areas tend more towards higher thicknesses, which in turn
diminish the amplitude. The parameters A and a describe the shape o f a distribution and
hence are a measure o f the degree o f deformation o f an ice field [Wctdhams,\994\.
The generally good correlation between top and bottom parameters suggests that it
should be possible to develop a useful transfer function between the sail and keel
distributions. The practical value o f obtaining such a transfer function is evident since it
would allow one to measure sail profiles o f large sea ice areas with a laser altimeter and
use these to derive keel distributions. This would be especially useful for future sea ice
sampling in Antarctica, where submarine data are not available and drilling data are sparse
and difficult to attain. Comiso e t a /.[l9 9 l] and Wadhams et a/.[l992] have successfully
developed such a transformation suitable for regions o f the Arctic, where sonar as well as
lidar data were available. This was accomplished by making a scale transformation on the
sail distribution with the density ratio
(4)

P .- P .

where p* is the near surface sea water density and Pm is the mean density o f the snow and
ice given by

with p and p, being densities o f ice and snow and ht and h, being their thicknesses
respectively. Via the isostatic relationship < (/rM + Ato) > p m =<

> p w with h„ and ht,

being sail and keel thickness respectively and the brackets < > denote averaging, it can be
shown that R equals the ratio o f mean keel depth to mean sail height

Conversion of a sail distribution into the corresponding keel distribution requires (i)
stretching the x-axis by R to adjust the range o f thickness and (ii) compressing the y-axis
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by 1/R to renormalize the distribution, which should then resemble the Iceel distribution.
According to Comiso et a l. [1991] a successful transformation means that the ice cover
behaves as if surface features are mirrored on the underside but are magnified by the factor
R.
Can a single R, calculated from the mean sail and keel apply to the distribution o f a
whole cruise? The scale transformation with this R should be generally more successful the
more ice floes were isostatically balanced on an intermediate spatial scale. However, the
exact reproduction o f the shape o f the keel distribution via such a transformation will also
depend on the size o f deviations from the local iso static balance.
Table 1.2 shows the values for R for the different cruises. It can be seen that they
vary with geographic region and time and range from 2.9 to 3.8. Typical values o f R for
the Arctic range between 7.2 and 8.7 [Comiso et a/., 1991; Wadhams et a l., 1992], again
dependent on the specific region. This shows that surface features are still enhanced on the
underside o f Antarctic ice but by about a factor 2 less than in the Arctic. Figure 1.10a
shows the keel distribution resulting from a sail transformation with factor R in
comparison to the measured keel transformation for the drilling data o f the second Ross
Sea cruise (NBP 95-5). The agreement is encouraging with the transformed keel PDF
being only slightly broader and flatter than the measured PDF. This tendency was
generally observed for all cruises. The scale transformation generally worked better for the
two Ross Sea data sets than for the data from the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas.
Figure 1.10b shows the result o f a scale transformation with the factor R for a single
profile o f the second Ross cruise from Julian day 230. It shows a good agreement
between the measured and transformed keel indicating that this particular floe was close to
iso static balance.
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1.5.2 Correlations o f thicknesses on different scales
In order to further investigate the correlations between the different snow and ice
thickness variables, these values were calculated on different spatial scales. In order to
access different spatial scales the thickness profile / y was averaged using gan««Hin filters
o f the form

where n = p /A r defines the Gaussian width p in terms o f the spacing Ax = lm . A
spatially averaged profile

, over the width n = p / A x ,

is thus obtained from the

original profile surface f t by
l= T P u f, ■
j
It thus was consecutively averaged over widths o f 1 m, 2 m, 5 m and over the total profile
length (about

100 m).

As a general outcome o f this correlation analysis three major coefficients o f
significant correlations (|r|>0.5) could be identified on every scale. The first coefficient
was a high correlation (|rf>0.9) between ice and keel thickness or between snow and sail
thicknesses, which is a consequence o f the freeboard generally being an order o f
magnitude smaller than the other thickness variables. The second coefficient usually was a
significant positive correlation between sail and keel thickness and the third mode was a
negative correlation between the ratio o f snow/ice thickness and the freeboard. The last
two correlations closely reflect how well the data demonstrate isostatic equilibrium on the
particular spatial scale on which the correlation was investigated.
The changes o f the correlation coefficients observed when going from local,
unaveraged data to averages calculated over spatial scales o f width 2 m, 5 m, and the total
length o f the profiles are presented in Table 1.3. It can be seen that even if correlations are
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initially insignificant on the local scale, they usually become significant on the

2

m level

and the significance level typically increases as the averaging scale increases. Although not
shown, it should be noted, that anticorrelations between the snow/ice thickness ratio and
freeboard improve with higher averaging scale whereas anticorrelations between just snow
and freeboard remain low (mostly «

0.3). This indicates that in accordance with the

isostatic relationship it is not snow load in itself that determines flooding but rather the
ratio o f snow to ice thickness.
In order to further illustrate the behavior o f the second correlation coefficient in
Table 1.3 and hence the relation o f isostacy to flooding, freeboard is graphed versus the
snow/ice thickness ratio for all measurements o f the two 1995 late winter cruises in the
Ross and Amundsen/Bellingshausen Seas in Figure 1.1 la and d. hi analogy with the work
o f Massom et a/. [1996] in the Weddell Sea, these graphs can be used to examine the
extent to which flooding is connected with isostatic imbalance and hence ice stresses, and
how this connection depends on the scale o f observation. The same sets o f data which are
presented without averaging in Figure 1.1 la and d are shown on scales o f 2 m and 5 m in
Figure 1.1lb, e and c, f respectively.
The flooding criterion, derived from the isostatic balance equation [Ackley et
al., 1990; Eicken et al., 1994],

h,

P,

,

(5)

with p* being the density o f seawater (about 1.03 g cm'3) and & the density o f sea ice
(approximately 0.91 g cm*3), is used to investigate this question. As can be seen, for a
certain ratio o f snow to ice thickness, the occurrence o f negative freeboard is mainly
dependent on snow density (p ,). The arrows in Figure 1.11 indicate the snow/ice thickness
ratio that equals the righthand side o f equation (5) with the mean value o f snow density
measured for the each corresponding cruise. The maximum possible spread around this
mean snow density is indicated by dashed straight lines at snow/ice thickness values

0 .6
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(corresponding to a density o f new snow o f about 0.20 g cm*3) and 0.17 (corresponding
to an assumed density o f slush o f about 0.70 g cm*3). The two hatched areas mark possible
imbalances where the freeboard is dominated by stresses in the ice (possibly associated
with ridging or rafting) rather than by isostatic load. In the first area At snow densities
higher than 0.70 g cm*3 would be required in order to induce flooding. In the second area
A2 the snow density had to be smaller than 0.20 g cm*3 in order to not induce flooding.
As can be seen in Figure I . l l a and d, the number o f points that are isostatically
imbalanced on a local, unaveraged scale is small but not negligible. Surprisingly, there are
almost no points in the imbalance area A/ in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas
(Figure 1.1 Id); and also the number o f measurements with negative freeboard to the left o f
the mean snow density (arrow) is small.
Investigating the situation on larger spatial scales (2 m and 5 m) Figure 1.1 lb shows
that area A i is depleted o f data points on a scale o f 2 m for the Ross Sea. It further can be
seen that A i does not contain points anymore on a scale o f lm for the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas (Figure 1.1le). On a scale o f 5 m it can be seen (Figure 1.1lc and f)
that A2is also devoid o f data points and all points have almost completely contracted in the
stable area outside of«<4i and A2. It therefore follows that although isostatic imbalance does
occur locally it quickly disappears when spatial averaging o f only a few meters is applied.
Viewing the results shown in Figure 1.11 it can be seen that negative freeboards
initiated by ice stresses are rare even on the local scale. Interestingly there are few points
in the imbalance areas o f the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (Figure 1.1 Id). On the
other hand the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas are shown to be regions o f prevalent
ridging (Table I.lb, section 3.2.2). Therefore it can be concluded that not every ridging or
rafting event automatically leads to a situation o f isostatic imbalance. It was further seen in
Figure 1.11 that local imbalance areas can disappear quickly on an averaging scale o f 1 to
S meters. Hence it can be concluded that deformation does not change the isostatic
balance on a scale o f 1 to 5 meters and in many cases not even on a local scale.
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1.6 Spatial and seasonal differences revealed by examination of isostatic
balance
/- 6.1 Formulation o f a more generalized isostatic equation and its validity fo r the
differ era geographical areas

The correlation analysis in chapter 4.2 has shown correlations between different
snow and ice thickness variables. However for a proper investigation o f isostatic balance
the densities of snow, ice, and seawater have to be involved. Since negative freeboards
(Table I. lb) and hence flooded snow was observed quite frequently at drilling locations, a
more detailed isostatic equation will be developed that includes the density o f slush
(flooded snow). From this a density weighted, “generalized” snow to ice thickness ratio
will be derived which more accurately describes the problem o f isostatic balance.
Depending whether freeboard is positive or not one obtains for the isostatic equation

P A + M = (A, ~ hjb)p-

for

P,{h, +hfi) + p ihi —p dhfb = (hf ~ h fi)p w

for

(6a)
hf i < 0 ,

(6 b)

with freeboard hp, and slush density pa. It should be noted that the snow thickness h,
includes hp, forthe caseo f negative

freeboard thatis given in equation (6 b). The

generalized ratio o f density weighted snow/icethickness (GSI) for

the twocases in

equation (6 ) shall be defined as

fo r

for
1A J

A^

°

(7 a)

0.

(7b)

P,h,

Eliminating the snow and slush densities with equation (6 ), this GSI gives for both cases a
straight line with the freeboard/ice thickness ratio as variable,
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Assuming constant values for p t and p+ (0.91 and 1.03 g cm'3 respectively) isostatic
balance or imbalance o f a floe can be investigated by how much individual points in
equations (7), with given snow and slush densities, deviate from the isostatic line given in
equation ( 8 ).
Figure 1.12a shows the GSI plotted versus the freeboard/ice thickness ratio for all
measured drilling points o f the early winter Ross Sea cruise (NBP95-3). At each drilling
location hs, ht and hp, were measured and used to compute the GSI values. For a the mean
bulk snow density was used for the corresponding cruise. Due to difficulties in measuring
Pa a value o f 0.70 g cm*3 was assumed. The dotted line in Figure 1.12a is a least squares
regression line for the data points. It can be compared to the isostatic line (equation (8 )) in
Figure 1.12a (solid line). Similarly to Figure 1.11, deviations o f single points from the
regression line can be caused by local deviations from the assumed mean density values
(A. Pi and p a ’va the case o f Figure 1.12a). However, as compared to the local scale graphs
in Figure 1.11, the overall scatter seems to be less in the data o f Figure 1.12a. The
regression line in Figure 1.12a fits the data with a correlation o f 0.8 and therefore it can be
assumed that the regression line is a good representation for the data in comparison the
isostatic line. The difference between these two straight lines will hence be used as a
measure o f how well the iso static equation is satisfied by the data. Figure I.12b shows the
data o f Figure I.12a averaged on a 5 m scale. It can be seen that the correlation between
the points has increased to 0.9 and there is less scatter. At the same time the regression
line has approached the isostatic line.
In Figure 1.13 the correlation coefficients between GSI and the freeboard to ice
thickness values are listed for each cruise for the local scale as well as for the scale o f the
complete profiles. In general it can be seen that the use o f the GSI provides significantly
higher correlations as compared to the corresponding values in Table 1.3 where the

i
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simpler snow/ice thickness ratio was used. In addition the correlation coefficients become
higher with increased spatial averaging. Figure 1.13 and Table L3 both show that
correlations are clearly higher for the early winter cruise (NBP95-3) than for all other late
winter cruises. This could be explained by the fact that in early winter sea ice is younger
and hence should have less tune to accumulate a history o f ice motion and deformation
events which commonly lead to isostatic imbalances.
Finally, it can stated that by defining a GSI which included densities it was possible
to more accurately describe iso static balance. Even on a local level measured points were
generally found to be close to being in isostatic balance. Further, with increasing spatial
averaging a decreasing scatter o f the data was observed, indicating that imbalance is a
function o f scale. Single points that deviate from the line o f isostatic balance can be caused
by either measuring inaccuracies (mainly in the densities) or by stress-induced local
depression or rise o f the ice floe. The depressions were found dry prior to drilling but
showed a negative freeboard due to up-welling seawater as the result o f drilling (section
3.4).

1.6.2 Influence o f snow and slush density on isostatic balance or imbalance
The analysis in section 4.1 raises the question o f how far the choice o f the two free
density parameter a and p* can influence the correlations and the agreement between the
regression line and the isostatic line. The use of a mean bulk snow density for each cruise
in column

1

o f Figure 1.13 was superior to using the one or two snow pits available per

floe to define separate snow densities for individual floes. From this it is obvious that snow
pits on individual floes usually do not provide representative snow densities for these
floes. Since the choice o f a constant snow density for all floes (zero variance) gives higher
correlations, it can also be concluded that the variance o f the measured densities between
floes exaggerates the variance o f the true mean densities per floe. More unknowns are
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involved in the proper choice o f a slush density. There is no satisfactory procedure known
yet for accurately measuring the density o f slush. Since water is invariably lost during the
measurement procedure it is assumed that even the highest measured values (about 0.70 g
cm'3) represent a lower limit o f real slush densities.
In the following an upper bound for the slush density shall be determined from a
theoretical standpoint. If snow is viewed as ice particles surrounded by interstitial pockets
o f air where the density o f the latter can be neglected against those o f ice and water one
finds p j ft for the volume fraction occupied by ice particles and ( l- p /p j for the volume
fraction o f air. If all air pockets o f this ‘snow sponge’ are filled with water one obtain the
maximum possible slush density
(9)
If pw and Pi are taken as constants, the value o f maximum slush density only depends on
the snow density.
Real slush can be assumed to have a density that is smaller than or equal to this
maximum density and will depend on the detailed process o f slush formation. During the
process o f flooding not all air pockets necessarily fill with water and parts o f the upper
snow pack may fall into the flooded layer leading to an increase in the ice volume to water
volume ratio. Both effects decrease the slush density with respect to equation (9). For
NBP 95-3 with a mean bulk snow density o f 0.34 g cm'3, equation (9) gives a maximum
slush density o f 0.96 g cm*3. Using this value instead o f 0.70 g cm' 3 in Figure I.12b on the
5 m scale leads to Figure 1.12c. One sees that the correlation between the GSI and hfl/ht
has increased and that the agreement between the regression line and the isostatic line has
improved. On larger averaging scales (scale o f profiles) it can be seen in Figure 1.12d that
the variance o f the data around the line o f regression is even more reduced.
Also for data sets o f the other cruises it was generally found that a fit o f equation (8 )
to the data was improved by using slush densities higher than the assumed value o f 0.70 g
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cm'3. On the other hand it can be seen that correlation coefficients (Figure 1.12 and Figure
1.13) between the GSI and hp/ht are only marginally increased by using the maximum slush
density.
1.6.3 Investigations o f single profiles
Examination o f data points measured on single profiles further clarifies how the
values for slush and snow densities influence the fit o f the data to the isostatic line. Only
profiles that cover a sufficient freeboard range are suitable for such an examination.
Figure 1.13 shows three 199S examples o f such profiles, two from the early winter
Ross Sea (Figure I.13a) and one from the late winter Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas
(Figure 1.13e, i). The graphs to the right o f the profiles show the GSI versus freeboard/ice
thickness ratio for all data (without spatial averaging) using the mean bulk snow density of
the particular cruise and 0.70 g cm’3 for the slush density (Figure 1.13b, f and j). As a next
step the slush density was varied to fit the line o f regression better to the isostatic line
(Figure 1.13c, g and k). Finally the snow density was adjusted in order to improve the fit
(Figure 1.13d, h and I).
Figure 1.13b shows the data points o f the ridged profile (Figure 1.13a) using the
mean bulk snow density and 0.70 g cm*3 for the slush density. Changing the slush density
to its maximum value (0.96 g cm*3) the regression line (solid line) agrees distinctly better
with the isostatic line (dotted line, Figure 1.13b). Subsequent adjustment o f the snow
density (from 0.34 to 0.37 g cm*3) results in an even more improved fit (Figure 1.13d).
Figure I.13e shows another profile o f the same cruise which is only half as long as
the profile in Figure 1.13a but which offers a well distributed large freeboard range.
Variation o f the slush density from 0.70 g cm *3 to 0.80 g cm'3 gives Figure 1.13g resulting
in a rotation o f the regression line until it is almost parallel to the isostatic line. Variation
o f the snow density from 0.34 g cm'3 to 0.39 g cm'3 again gives an almost perfect fit and
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in this case reproduces exactly the measured value for the snow density o f that particular
floe.

Figure I.13i shows a typical rough profile close to the ice edge in the late winter
Amundsen Sea, displaying the underlying pancake structure o f its origin. Figure L13j
displays its GSI versus freeboard/ice thickness ratio on a local scale. But since there are
very few data points in the x-axis range -0.3 and 0.1 it is advisable in this case to diminish
the range by averaging. On a 5 m averaging scale the correlation between the data points
has visibly increased and, by enlarging the slush density to 0.80 g cm*3, the line of
regression has become parallel to the isostatic line (Figure 1.13k). Reduction o f the snow
density from the mean value 0.37 g cm*3 to 0.33 g cm'3 gives a perfect agreement between
both lines. In this last example the adjustment procedure leads to a smaller than average
snow density even if the measured mean snow density on this floe was higher (0.40 g cm*
3). This suggests that this particular snow pit was not representative for this floe.
The results o f Figure 1.13 illustrate that adjustment o f the density parameters o f
individual profiles generally results in an improved fit between the regression line of the
data and the isostatic line. This method o f adjusting the two density parameters can
therefore be proposed for floes where the snow pit values do not seem to be
representative. However, in order to confirm that the adjusted densities are generally
improved estimates o f the real values, a finely sampled density profile parallel to the drill
profile needed to be measured.
In summary the method o f density adjustment almost always leads to higher than
assumed slush densities (0.7 g cm*3) and provides a good way to find a value for the mean
snow density o f a floe. It was further observed that the slope o f the regression line is most
sensitive to variations in slush density, while parallel displacement o f the regression line
seems to be sensitive only to variations in the snow density. This could be verified by
examining the theoretical expressions for the two parameters o f the linear least squares
fit.
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1.7 Isostatic depression and uplift of a floe
The previous section showed that most floes are close to being isostatically balanced
if an averaging scale o f a few meters is used. These results suggest that the isostatic uplift
and subsidence o f a floe may be estimated by idealizing it as being level with a constant
snow and ice thickness equal to the mean values o f the floe. The following simplified
scenarios o f snow loading, ice growth and bottom melting can be applied to this idealized
floe (section 6.1). As a further consequence they can be applied to estimating snow ice
growth (section 6 .2 ).
1.7.1 Snowload, bottom m elting and ice growth
First subsidence due to increasing snow load will be considered. This process
becomes crucial when the upper surface o f the floe sinks below the waterline (i.e. the
freeboard becomes zero). At this point the snow layer will start to flood, a process which
adds further weight to the snow and ice column leading to more depression and more
flooding. The incremental subsidence of the floe therefore seems to be a never ending
process.
In the following it will be assumed that below the waterline all the snow is flooded
and that all its air pores actually become water-logged. If it is further assumed the snow
density at the ice interface to be equal to the snow layer on top (=aX a new snow fall Ax,
will depress the floe by Ax,pJ(x. o f which, in turn, (1-p/pJ parts will be filled with water
at the bottom o f the floe. The infinite summation o f the subsidence increments results in
the following geometric series

( 10)
for the value o f the depression Ay, o f an isostatically balanced floe with freeboard zero in
response to an additional snowload o f Ax,. It also shows that the floe will find a finite and
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stable equilibrium even if the underlying processes are complicated. This new state o f the
floe is again isostatically balanced; the same result (equation(10 )) can be found by
assuming the isostatic equation (6 ) for zero freeboard initially and solving the isostatic
equation for negative freeboard (-AyJ with an snowload increased by Ax,.
In a similar fashion bottom melting creates isostatic subsidence. Melting the ice
underneath by Axmwill make the floe sink by an amount Aym which can be derived as
a (a

P*

- ~ a ) Ax. ,
P.

(ii)

by solving the isostatic equation ((S).
Finally, if one considers how the growth o f congelation ice counteracts the above
two processes o f subsidence (equations ( 10 ) and ( 11 )) by isostatically uplifting the floe
one obtains
Ay , = -■& -& ,,
P.

( 12 )

for the uplift in response to an ice growth o f Axg_ Positive y values here refer to
subsidence and negative .y values to uplift.
Given these formulas an order o f magnitude comparison between these different
processes and their significance can be carried out. Table 1.5 provides equations ( 10 ), ( 1 1)
and (12) again, with the numeric values for /*, and a (103 and 0.91 g cm'3 respectively),
and ratios between them. It is assumed now a typical average snowfall rate o f 0.01 cm d' 1
for the months between February and November in Antarctic coastal regions [Parkinson,
1982;Bromwich, 1990], Further inAntarctic areas where bottom melting occurs mean
melt rates aresuggested to be about 0.4 cm d' 1 [Lange et a/., 1990]. Usingthese values
together with a typical snow density p , o f about 0.3 g cm*3 to compute the ratio o f Ay/Ay,
(Table 1.5) the effect o f depression due to snowfall as compared to bottom melting is
6 :100.

The effect o f bottom melting thus could be 1 to 2 orders o f magnitude higher than

the effect o f snow load. However, for bottom melting to occur at this magnitude ice
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surface temperatures should not fall below -5°C and oceanic heat fluxes should be at least
as high as 20-30 W m*2 as shown by Lange e t al.[1990]. Recent studies [Lytle and Ackley,
1996] in the western Weddell Sea however have shown that actual oceanic heatfluxes
there range between 4-12 W m'2 This indicates that bottom melting presumably plays a
minor role in Antarctica. This conclusion is further supported by Lytle an d Ackley [1996]
who also found that flooding and snow ice formation, both widespread phenomena in
Antarctica, further reduce the magnitude o f bottom melting.
Finally, if one applies a growth rate o f 0.4 cm d*1 [Wadhams e t al., 1987] for
Antarctic sea ice and compares the ratio o f the depression due to snowfall to the
counteracting effect due to ice growth (Table 1.5) a ratio o f 1:40 results.
1.7.2 Estim ation o f snow ice growth
A simple gedankenexperiment can be carried out to determine the snow ice growth
between the early and late winter Ross Sea cruises from mean thickness values for snow,
ice and freeboard spaced three months apart (see Table I.lb). As a first step a layer of
snow which accounts for the snow ice formation Ax« between the two cruises needs to be
added to the difference in measured snow thickness d r,. As a second step the layer of
snow which did not contribute to flooding and snow ice formation has to be subtracted.
The effective snow layer d r /^ which is significant for flooding and snow ice formation
thus can be calculated as
a *,« A t u . + * x . £ -

L

- ( a - h a k ,( a » ,) ) £ -

P* Ji L

P* .

(13)

withfb \ the positive mean freeboard o f the first Ross Sea cruise and A y /A x J the uplift due
to congelation ice growth d r , according to equation (12). It can be seen that the first
expression in equation (13) is the sum o f the actually measured difference in snow
thickness plus the additional layer o f snow which would have been measured if it had not
been transformed to snow ice. The second expression describes the part o f the snow fall
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which did not contribute to flooding and snow ice formation. The difference between both
expressions is thus the effective snow layer dr/^w hich induces flooding and/or snow ice
formation. The total measured ice growth Axt further is given by
Ar, = Axg + A r , ,
the sum o f congelation ice growth and snow ice growth. The depression Ay, due to the
effective snow layer Ax,** is, according to equation ( 10 )
A x.

rs

A , .

with jb 2 being the mean, negative freeboard value o f the second, late winter Ross Sea
cruise. Assuming again (j)*=pa= p,) the final equation for determining the snow ice
growth Ax,t therefore becomes

(14)
^

A
Pw

A
P,fP .P J

Inserting Ax, = 11 cm for the mean snow accumulation, Axt =12 cm for the mean ice
growth between the two Ross Sea cruises, jb x = 1.4 cm and jb r = -0.3 cm for the
corresponding freeboard values and p , = 0.37 g cm'3 for the mean snow density gives 9.1
cm o f mean snow ice growth compared to 2.9 cm of congelation ice growth in the course
o f three months. It can be concluded that under simplified, isostatically balanced
conditions, which exclude any deformation processes, snow ice formation would be the
major contribution to the overall ice growth.

1.8 Conclusions
A comparative analysis o f five snow and ice thickness data sets which were acquired
during four voyages within two years in the South Polar Pacific Ocean has been
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completed. Annual and seasonal contrasts are discussed as is the spatial variability on
several different scales. The following conclusions were reached.
Two different methods for the acquisition o f snow and ice thickness data were
discussed and their mutual representativeness and applicability was shown in their area of
overlap. Level ice thicknesses for all observed areas including the early winter Ross Sea
were similar or higher than corresponding values for other Antarctic regions in late winter.
Negative freeboards were observed at least as frequently in the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas and much more frequently in the Ross Sea as compared with the
Weddell Sea.
The Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas could be characterized as regions of
persistent deformation, whereas the pack ice in the atmospherically calmer and more
protected Ross Sea embayment is less dominated by ridging and rafting. As a result
distribution functions for the ice o f the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas are more
irregularly shaped and show a broader range o f ice thicknesses. As a further consequence,
the scale transformation o f the sail distribution to match the measured keel distribution
worked somewhat better for the less disturbed Ross Sea region than for the Amundsen
and Bellingshausen Seas.
A thorough investigation o f the drilling area prior to drilling revealed to what extent
moisture, wetness and flooding o f an undisturbed floe are related to subsequent negative
freeboard measurements. There was a good correlation with negative freeboard at places
where flooding had occurred and a lesser correlation where the snow was only moist. The
latter finding is likely caused by effects o f capillary suction. Many locations were also
found which were dry but had an ice surface at or below the water level after drilling.
Human impact o r low permeability o f the ice can both result in this observation.
Furthermore, moisture, wetness and flooding are well correlated to the ratio o f snowload
to ice thickness. However, the relation to the amount o f ridging is less conclusive.
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Correlations between snowload, ice thickness and freeboard were examined. Isostatic
balance was investigated in detail on various spatial scales with help o f a formulation o f an
isostatic balance equation which included slush density. Deviations from isostatic
equilibrium occurred locally but decreased drastically on a spatial averaging scale o f only a
few meters, even for heavily ridged areas. Exact fits o f the data to isostatic equilibrium
showed a sensitive dependence on the proper choice o f snow and slush density, hi this
context an estimation o f a maximum possible value for the slush density proved to be
useful. Sea ice seemed to be closer to isostatic balance in early winter when it is still young
as contrasted to later in the season.
With help of a simple isostatic model the effect o f increasing snowload, bottom
melting and ice growth on the depression and uplift o f a floe could be calculated. This also
gave a tool for making rough estimates o f how much snow ice growth contributes to the
total ice growth.
To find classifying qualities for sea ice from different geographical regions and
possibly to find characteristics which will extend beyond spatial borders, it will be
necessary to find a group classification for the different sampled floes o f first year ice.
Mean thickness o f snow and ice alone will not be sufficient input for such a classification,
as the spatial variabilities o f these variables along a profile line are also important
classifiers. This question o f classification will be considered in a following study where
roughness characteristics o f the different snow and ice surfaces will be examined.

I
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1.10 Figures

Figure 1.1: Ice stations along five track lines which were followed by the Nathaniel B.
Palmer (NBP) between August 1993 and September 1995. NBP 95-3 (open circles)
covered the Ross Sea in early winter; NBP 95-5/1 (filled circles) covered the Ross Sea
in late winter. NBP 93 (open circles) went in the Amundsen/Bellingshausen Seas in late
winter 1993; NBP 95-5/2 (filled circles) revisited the same area in 1995. NBP 94 (dotted
diamonds) spanned the area of the Amundsen Sea to the North Western Ross Sea.
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Figure I.9: Linear fits (a) between underside amplitudes A,,, (ke=keel) and decay
parameter a^ and (b) between decay parameters of sail (sa) and keel (ke)
distributions. Amplitudes and decay parameter are given for the entire data set of
each cruise.
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Figure 1.10. Results of a scale transformation with factor R for all data of the late
winter Ross Sea cruise (a) and fora single profile (b) at julian day 230 of that cruise.
The transformed sail distribution (diamonds) is compared to the measured keel
distribution (drdes).
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Figure 1.12. GSI versus freeboard/ice thickness for all data of the early winter Ross
Sea cruise, (a) shows all data on a local scale by applying the mean snow density
(0.34g cm'3) and a slush density of 0.70g cm'3 (highest measured value), (b) shows
the result of a 5 m average, (c) shows the 5 m average by applying a maximum
slush density of 0.96g cm'3(calculated), (d) is the result of further averaging to the
level of profiles. Lines of regression (dotted lines) can be compared to the isostatic
line (solid line).
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1.11 Tables
Table 1.1 a. Geographical coverage, dates and seasons of the NBP cruises discussed
in the text b. Snow and ice thickness mean values and standard deviations (std),
given in cm, for data Sets A and B for all cruises.
cruise
NBP 93
NBP 94

NBP 95-3/Rolu
NBP 95-5/Ro22)
NBP 95-5/Am 3)

area

dates

August 17-September
Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas
23,1993
September 19Amundsen and
October 12.1994
north western Ross
Sea
May 10-June 13,
Ross Sea
1995
August 5Ross Sea
August 19, 1995
Amundsen and
August 28Bellingshausen Seas September 11, 1995

season

late winter 93
late winter 94

early winter 95
late winter 95
late winter 95
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Table 1.1b
ice stations
(Set A)
cruise

number number
of holes offloes

NBP 93

1142

29

NBP 94

2235

23

NBP 95-3/Rotu

3670

29

NBP 93-5/Ro2 2) 2078

14

NBP 95-5/Am J

14

2095

hies
(std)

(std)

88
(64)
84
(46)
65
(33)
77
(29)
91
(69)

23
(16)
28
(16)
15
<">
26
(12)
22
(14)

hftoUKMtd free
board
(Std)
<0
(<0)
2.6
18
(6.8)
(32)
-0.8
50
(6.0)
(64)
1.4
29
(46)
(5.5)
-0.3
51
(66)
(5.3)
3.4
14
(30)
. J 2JJ

continuous
measurements
(Set B)
ridging hkvctice hndgadiee numberof hica Km*
4)
observa (std) (Std)
(Std)
(std)
tions
62
25
34
25
45

69
(35)
77
(28)
59
(18)
76
(25)
78
(59)

98
(68)
106
(73)
76
(48)
77
(40)
108
(75)

4051
9673
11114
7167
6949

61
(27)
52
(25)
51
(27)
45
(27)
50
(31)

21
(12)
16
(10)
11
(10)
12
(">
13
(13)

2) late winter Ross Sea (August 1995)
3) late winter Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (August/September 1995)
4>Negative freeboard and ridging are given in percent. Ridging, mean thicknessesfor ridgedand level ice in thedrilling data were obtainedusingthe
Rayleigh ridge criterion.

s

61

Tabla 1.2. Decay parameters (a) and amplitudes (A) of an exponential fit for the sail (sa)
and keel (ke) distributions of all cruises.

sail

R 4*

keel

cruise
A.

Aka

Ska
[1/ml

0.28
0.25
0.65
0.63
0.48

1.63
1.51
2.65
2.44

[1/ml
NBP 93
NBP 94
NBP 95-3/Roll)
NBP 95-5/Ro2 2}
NBP 95-5/Am 31

1.04
1.05
1.43
2.09
2 .0 0

5.23
5.24
7.55
7.17
6.77

2 .0 1

.

(O
3.27
3.16
3.79
2.98
3.49

1) early winter Ross Sea (May/June 1995)
2) late winter Ross Sea (August 1995)
3) late winter Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (August/September 1995)
4) R is the factor for a scale transformation which converts from sail to keel distribution.

I
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Table 1.3. Correlation coefficients between thickness variables of snow, freeboard, ice,
sail and keel on different spatial scales for all data of each cruise.

NBP 93

NBP 94

NBP 95-3/Rol u

NBP 95-5/Ro2 2)

NBP 95-5/Am 3)

scale
local4
2m
5m
profile3
local
2m
5m
profile
local
2m
5m
profile
local
2m
5m
profile
local
2m
5m
profile

r flu J iu )
0.65
0.75
0.79
0.80
0.74
0.82
0 .8 6

0.89
0.41
0.53
0.59
0.70
0.56
0.70
0.78
0 .8 8

0.71
0.78
0.82
0.89

r (b .Jh |« ,h |k )
-0.33
•0.48
-0.58
-0.67
-0.55
-0 .6 8
-0.75
-0.83
-0.64
-0.78
-0.85
-0.89
-0.41
-0.54
-0.63
-0.65
-0.48
-0.57
-0.65
-0.70

1) early winter Ross Sea (May/June 1995)
2) late winter Ross Sea (August 1995)
3) late winter Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (August/September 1995)
4) local scale refers to unaveraged scale
^ a typical profile scale corresponds to about 100m
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Tabla 1.4. Correlation* between GSI and fireeboard/ice thickness ratio for mean snow
densities and different slush densities on two different spatial levels.
correlations between Gen{ha>w/hil,} and IWhi,,
local scale
Kale of profiles
cruise
NBP 93
NBP 94
NBP 95-3/Rol11
NBP 95-5/Ro22)
NBP 95-5/Am3)

<Pmm>
0.36 4)
0.36
0.34
0.40
0.37

P«iu**0.7
-0.43
-0.76
•0.80
-0.53
-0.69

-0.48
-0.81
-0.83
-0.58
-0.72

Atah-07
-0.85
-0.86
-0.93
-0.75
-0.87

1} early winter Ross Sea (May/June 1995)
2) late winter Ross Sea (August 1995)
3> late winter Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (August/September 1995)
4) assumed value, since no mean bulk density was calculated for this cruise
3) value for maximum slush density according to equation (9)
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Table 1.5. A comparison of equations (10), (11) and (12) and their ratios. Values of /v
and p i of 1.03 and 0.91 g cm ■*were used.
effect
subsidence
subsidence
uplift

eauation
Ay,=0.88Ax,

cause
ratios
due to snow M Ax.
AyyAy.=8p«(AxyAx«)
A y.=0.1l/p,(A x.) due to bottom melting
Ay/Ay,= (Ax/Ax,)
Ax.
Ay«=-0.88Ax« due to ice growth Ax. Av-/Ay.=0.13/p, (AxJAx.)
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II. Roughness variability of sea ice and snow cover thickness
profiles In the Ross, Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas
11.1 Abstract
An investigation o f top and bottom surface roughness was carried out on snow and ice
thickness profiles sampled on 57 floes in the Ross, Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas
between May and September 1995. An objective classification scheme was used to group
the studied sea ice floes according to the degree o f deformation they had undergone.
Different roughness criteria and methods were applied to the classified floes. Roughness
variance and properties derived from the Fourier spectra, such as fractal dimensions,
depend critically on the deformational history o f the floes under consideration.
Semivariograms o f the sea ice profiles indicate that the snow surface and the ice underside
are smoother than the snow-ice interface, which is the roughest surface. The wavelet
transform is presented as a new method to find dominant structure lengths as well as to
localize these structure lengths in the studied profiles. For individual profiles the maximum
entropy method provided spectra that are less noisy than corresponding Fourier power
spectra. Finally, air, water and ice surface drag coefficients are calculated from the surface
roughness characteristics. Air drag coefficients ranged between 1.1 and 1.7 x

103

and

increased with increasingly deformed ice.

11.2 Introduction
Knowledge o f the roughness characteristics and the spatial variability of a sea ice
cover is important for several reasons. Roughness characteristics o f the snow surface
determine the air drag at the air-sea ice boundary and thereby the magnitude o f the
turbulent fluxes o f sensible and latent heat. Roughness parameters can also be used to
classify entire sea ice regimes in terms o f geographical region or seasonal stage. On the
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other hand roughness can be used as a qualifier or descriptor o f the developmental history
o f a single floe. As such, roughness is an important variable for describing ice types.
Large scale roughness, such as sea ice ridging, has been measured with airborne laser
profilometers [Tucker et al., 1979; Weeks et al., 1989; Govoni e t a l., 1983] as well as with
ship based acoustic sounders [Lytle and Ackley, 1991]. As a result o f these studies, typical
ridge frequencies and heights have been found for various regions o f Antarctic and Arctic
sea ice.
An additional potential technique for measuring roughness recently became available
with the launch o f spacebome Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems. On SAR images
‘smooth’ surfaces with a vertical relief smaller than a critical value (depending on the radar
wavelength and angle o f incidence) appear dark (low back scatter) while ‘rough’ surfaces
with a vertical relief larger than this critical value appear bright (high back scatter).
Unfortunately this critical vertical relief is on the millimeter to centimeter scale for the
most commonly used C-band SAR [Paterson et a l., 1991]. This makes it difficult with
SAR to distinguish micro-scale roughness from macro-scale roughness features such as
ridges, rubble, floe edges or rafted floes. Another complicating factor is that the back
scatter is equally sensitive to material properties within the floe such as dielectric
constants, brine volumes, surface wetness, density, salinity, grain and bubble size
[Paterson et al., 1991; Tucker et al., 1992]. One o f the most critical questions is to
separate the contributions o f surface and volume scattering in the SAR return signal.
Whether surface scattering (which samples surface roughness) dominates over volume
scattering depends sensitively on the material properties. In the case o f low salinity ice at
low temperatures, besides the snow/ice surface the ice/water surface and air bubbles in the
ice volume also contribute to the SAR return [Johansson and Askne, 1987]. If, on the
other hand, the overlying snow cover is wet, scatter o f the air/snow surface also becomes
important. W ander et al. [1992] have shown that for Baltic sea ice scattering from the
snow/ice interface generally dominates the ERS 1-SAR return. I f one observes the
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seasonal development in the SAR signature the relative importance o f different scattering
processes may change. Winebrermer et al. [1994] found a marked decrease in the
backscatter o f multiyear (MY) sea ice in the Beaufort Sea, as liquid water started to form
in the snow layer at the onset o f m elt However, for first year (FY) sea ice the onset o f
melt produced a much less conclusive change.
From the previous it is clear that it is very difficult to extract quantitative information
on sea ice surface roughness from SAR returns. This is especially true for large-scale
roughness. The direct identification o f different ice types with the help o f empirical SAR
back scatter signatures seems more promising. To find the fractional coverage o f different
ice types over wide areas by remote sensing would be an important step towards an
estimation o f the heat balance in polar regions. Fetterer et al. [1994] were able to
distinguish MY from FY ice in the Arctic but found a confusing variety o f backscatter
possibilities for new ice and open water. Steffen and H einrichs [1994] proposed to use a
combination o f SAR and Landsat thematic mapper as a solution for this problem. With
this combination they could distinguish ice free areas for calm wind conditions and they
found two backscatter classes for nilas with and without frost flowers. However problems
remain that the backscatter o f gray and gray/white ice is not distinguishable from FY ice,
and smooth and rough. FY ice show essentially similar backscatter signatures. In
Antarctica, MY ice, which is easier to evaluate with SAR, is rare and also probably
morphologically different than in the Arctic. The predominance o f FY ice and a variety o f
different forms o f thin ice in combination with open water in Antarctica makes ice
classification with SAR even more complicated. Another problem is the frequent
occurrence o f flooding in Antarctica [Lange and Eicken, 1991; Adolphs, 1] which also can
obscure the source o f backscatter.
The scope o f the following investigation is a quantitative roughness study based on
drilled profiles (consisting o f

100

to

200

holes spaced at

1

m intervals) on individual sea

ice floes. Given the finite sampling interval (which corresponds to a minimum wavelength
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of

2

m) this is a study o f macro-scale roughness with the upper wavelength limit given by

the longest profile length. Three floe surfaces are o f interest: The roughness o f the ice
underside, the ice surface roughness, which determines the accumulation pattern o f the
overlying snow layer, and the roughness o f the snow surface itself. The roughnesses o f the
ice underside and the snow surface determine the drag coefficients for water and air;
measures o f the coupling strength o f momentum and heat exchange between sea ice and
the ocean, or sea ice and the atmosphere, respectively.
Most roughness studies so far have been done on Arctic sea ice using either laser
profiling or submarine sonar data [Wadhams, 1980; H ibler and LeSchack, 1972; Kozo and
Tucker, 1974], To date, only a few investigations exist o f the surface roughness
characteristics o f Antarctic sea ice have been done [Andreas et al., 1993; Lange and
Eicken, 1991; Wadhams, 1987]. The goal o f the present investigation is to add to the
sparse knowledge o f Antarctic sea ice roughness in general, and to present roughness
characteristics and variability for Antarctic regions (Amundsen/Bellingshausen and Ross
Seas) other than the Weddell Sea.
The paper addresses the connection between roughness properties and ice type. First,
a numerical cluster algorithm is applied to the measured sea ice floes in order to classify
sea ice by thickness and roughness criteria. The ice groups identified by the cluster
analysis are then examined in terms o f roughness characteristics. In addition to the group
analysis, individual profiles are studied with a new, two-dimensional space-scale approach.
These results are compared to findings o f a maximum entropy analysis on the same
profiles. Finally, drag coefficients are derived using the previous results on roughness o f
the different profile surfaces. Central topics o f this paper are how surface and roughness
properties describe individual sea ice floes or whole ice groups and how a fuller
characterization can be achieved by using different, complementary methods.
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11.3 Data acquisition and limitations
The basis for this study are three distinct sets o f drilling data which were collected
during two trips o f the research vessel Nathaniel B. Palmer (NBP) between May and
September 1995. Figure II. 1 shows three cruise tracks within the geographical area o f the
Ross, Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas. The first cruise, NBP 95-3, took place in May
and June and reached to 77.8°south and 179.5° west in the Ross Sea in the early winter o f
1995 [Jeffries and Adolphs, in press]. Cruises two and three are two parts o f the late
winter expedition NBP 95-5 during which the Ross Sea was visited again in August 1995,
another series of ice stations were occupied in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas in
September 1995.
As can be seen in Figure n .l the cruise tracks were intended to be representative
cuts through the study area; ice stations were nearly equally spaced with a typical distance
o f one degree o f latitude (about 100 km) from one to the next. At each ice station, holes
were drilled every meter along transects o f 50 to 100 m in length. Snow thickness, ice
thickness and freeboard were measured at each drilling location, which allowed the
construction o f a cross section o f the floe along the transect. For each floe, one to three
profiles were collected, which crossed each other and which were thus connected by the
hole at the intersection. Only first year ice floes are considered in this study as the set o f
multiyear ice measurements was too small for meaningful statistical study. A total o f 57
first year ice floes were sampled during all three cruises.
Each ice station was selected so as to be typical o f floes in the area where the ship
was operating on the particular day. However, bias was unavoidable. Very heavily
deformed areas were not accessed representatively because the ship did not have enough
power to break through very thick ice. A potentially greater bias occurred for very thin ice
floes (mean thickness less than or equal to 30 cm) which were not sampled due to the
dangers o f working on thin ice.
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Profile lines were laid out to collect a representative sample o f the chosen floe. As a
result each transect usually crossed at least one o f the typical surface structures present on
the particular floe, such as ridges or rafts. While this selection was intended to reflect the
high amount o f deformation observed in most o f the study area [Adolphs, 1] it could have
sometimes slightly underestimated the contribution o f level ice without pronounced
surface characteristics.
Each profile defines three surfaces o f interest with respect to the zero or water line:
the ice underside, the ice surface and the snow surface. Roughness characteristics o f all
three surfaces will be investigated in this study. Some limitations, imposed on the
roughness calculations by the sampling method, have to be accounted for. Data resolution
is limited by the lm hole spacing which hides roughness features at shorter wavelengths.
Similarly, the profile length puts an upper limit on roughness lengths. In order to cover the
widest possible wavelength range, the longest possible profile was measured on each floe.
This required that the profiles were not always straight lines but sometimes went at an
angle along the axis o f the floe.

11.4 Classification of floes into groups according to characteristic variables
For studies o f the surface roughness properties o f Antarctic sea ice, it has proven
useful to classify the floes into appropriate groups first and then find common roughness
characteristics for an ensemble o f floes belonging to the same group [Andreas et al., 1993;
Lange and Eicken, 1991]. This approach is especially necessary for computing Fourier
spectra because the spectra o f single floes are far too noisy for a meaningful interpretation.
By stacking floe data, characteristic wavelengths can be identified. Lange and Eicken
[1991] performed a sea ice classification by subjectively grouping their floes in either
deformed or undeformed categories. The goal o f the following section is to find a similar
grouping for the studied floes, however, with the help o f an objective and hence
reproducible classification scheme.
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II. 4.1 The choice o f proper variables
Before a detailed classification procedure can be completed, an appropriate set o f
classifying variables has to be selected. The selection o f the best variables to describe a
floe is not easy. Thickness is intuitively the most important parameter for sea ice
classification. However it is evident that not just thickness o f snow and ice, but also some
measure o f deformation must play a role in characterizing floes. If all possible thickness
and roughness variables were used, the resulting wealth o f parameters would inevitably
create a large number o f indistinct ice groups. Hence, one has to concentrate on a few
variables, judged to be most characteristic.
Short and long wave coefficients were defined in the following way as measures of
surface roughness for each o f the three profile surfaces. Given a matrix o f normalized
Gaussian functions
1

Gij = ~ / = r exP
v 2 /rn

~ (w
2n

)2

with n = p f A x, a unitless measure o f distance defined as the quotient o f the gaussian
width p and the spacing Ar = 1 m , a smoothed profile f

can be obtained from the

original profile surface f i by

7, = Z

Q ,/, .

0

)

i

The standard deviation o f f
deviation o f

is defined as the long wave coefficient and the standard

- / ) shall be the corresponding short wave coefficient. The effect o f this

gaussian smoothing procedure is documented in Figure

0 .2

which shows is the underside

o f an ice profile, sampled at Julian Day 217 in the Ross Sea. The dotted line shows the ice
underside profile as the result o f smoothing with ft = 1.0 , which was chosen for the
calculation o f the short wave coefficient. The dashed line shows the same ice underside
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after a smoothing procedure with n=2.5, which was the chosen smoothing width for
obtaining the long wave coefficient.
Sea ice floes were clustered with regard to a set o f thickness variables (of ice, snow,
freeboard) and roughness variables (such as long and short wave coeffients for the ice
underside, ice surface and snow surface). Various combinations o f variables and different
cluster algorithms were tried. Non-redundant minimum sets o f variables generally showed
best results. Ice thickness proved to be the most crucial thickness variable, while short and
long wave coefficients o f the ice underside seemed to be the most distinct measures o f
roughness. Any addition/exchange o f other thickness or roughness parameters made the
results o f the cluster algorithms less conclusive, creating too many and/or not significantly
distinct ice groups.
II.4.2 The choice o f the cluster method
There are two fundamentally different kinds o f cluster algorithms to choose from: the
hierarchical method and the partitioning method [Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990]. The
hierarchical method starts out with as many clusters as objects (= ice floes) at step zero.
At any successive step euclidean distances are computed between these objects according
to a chosen linkage or amalgamation rule. Objects are then linked to clusters according to
their mutual distances. The result is a hierarchical tree which ideally contains a clear
structure (i.e. a few distinct branches or clusters). In contrast, the partitioning method is
applied if one has already a hypothesis concerning the number o f clusters. A typical
partitioning algorithm, such as the k-means algorithm, produces exactly k different clusters
o f greatest possible distinction. The main disadvantage of the hierarchical method is its
inability to correct erroneous decisions, whereas a drawback o f the k-means algorithm is
its possible effect o f imposing a false structure on the set o f objects.
For the hierarchical tree algorithm the Wards linkage rule was selected, which is
widely used and generally efficient [Romesburg, 1984]. In each step it calculates the
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hypothetical increase o f E, the sum o f cluster variances for all posssible mergers o f two
clusters. The merger that produces the minimum increase o f £ is then actually carried out.
For the partitioning method the k-means clustering algorithm was chosen which
minimizes (in the space o f the cluster variables) the average Euclidean distance o f each
cluster member (= ice floe) to the respective cluster center. "Bad” cluster members are
identified in this scheme as being very distant from their cluster center but also not
belonging to other clusters because they are even farther away from the centers o f
alternative clusters. Examples o f both cluster methods have been applied to the set o f all
sea ice floes.
II. 4.3 Presentation o f three ice groups
Each floe was represented by its mean ice thickness, its short wave coefficient and its
long wave coefficient for the ice underside. This set o f three variables was used as input to
the cluster algorithms described in section 3.2. In order not to overrate the importance o f
one o f the parameters inappropriately, the variables were standardized for each cruise to
mean zero and standard deviation one [Romesburg, 1984].
Both cluster schemes, the hierarchical algorithm as well as the k-means cluster
routine were first applied separately to the sea ice floes o f each cruise. This analysis
showed that a successful classification also depends on the number o f input floes. The
early winter Ross Sea cruise with its 29 sampled floes clustered best, while the two late
winter sets with 14 floes each formed less distinct clusters. The resultant tree diagram o f
the early winter cruise is shown in Figure n .3. Starting with all the input floes as separate
clusters more and more floes and subclusters amalgamate to larger clusters with each step.
Just below linkage distance 10 (euclidean distance, unitless) three distinct clusters have
formed which were selected as ice groups. The outcome o f a k-means algorithm with k
equal to three produced identical partitions, which independently confirms the inherent
group structure of the set o f ice floes.
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The same grouping within the floes o f the early winter Ross Sea was still conserved
when all 57 floes o f all cruises were clustered together. As in Figure n.3, the result was a
picture o f three visibly distinct ice groups which could be classified as undeformed,
medium deformed and strongly deformed ice by visual inspection o f the respective floes.
Also, it should be mentioned that in this definition for the three ice groups deformation is
defined as rafting and ridging between ice sheets. Hence, it does not include rafting events
between pancake or small cake ice floes. The k-means algorithm again found the same
classification as in Figure II.3, except for two floes which were grouped in group 2 and 3
in the tree diagram and classified as belonging to group

1

and

2

by the partitioning

method. Figure H.4 shows a graph o f the standardized mean values for the cluster
variables. Each o f the three ice groups is represented by a distinct triple o f values. Group 1
(undeformed ice) has below average values o f ice thickness and the lowest, although less
distinctly, values o f long and short wave roughness. Group 2 (medium deformed ice)
shows a visibly higher value in ice thickness and long wave roughness than group

1

and a

similar order o f magnitude for the short wave roughness coefficient. Above average values
in all three variables are the characteristic attribute o f group 3 (strongly deformed ice).
In summary, the presented cluster algorithm could classify the ice floes into the three
ice groups at least as well as a subjective decision would. Difficulties in finding the
appropriate group for a given floe occurred in cases where the floe showed almost equal
shares o f properties o f two groups. A subjective decision would have also been difficult in
those cases. An example for such a case are two late winter Ross Sea floes which are
smooth but very thick (mean thickness > Im). Biased by their thickness these floes were
sorted into medium deformed ice while it could be argued that they belong to group 1.
Another example are two medium thick but extremely rough ice floes o f the late winter
Ross Sea which were classified by the hierachical algorithm into group 3 because of their
roughness while it could be reasoned that they belong to group

2

because of their

thickness. A last example are two cases o f floes, each consisting visibly o f two pieces of
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level ice with different mean thicknesses. While they could theoretically be claiwifteH as
undeformed, it is not unreasonable to group them with the medium-deformed floes as the
the algorithm does. All in all it can be concluded that the presented classification scheme
satisfactorily fulfills the task o f classifying the ice floes into meaningful groups. With a
performance similar in qualify to that o f a subjective classification, the objective cluster
scheme was preferred here as it has the advantage o f being reproducible.
The medium deformed group (group 2) contains 28 floes, significantly more than
each o f the other two. This might reveal a bias introduced by the profile selection rule
which favored the sampling o f surface deformation features on floes. 19 floes were
classified as undeformed (group 1) and 10 floes as strongly deformed (group 3). The early
winter Ross Sea cruise had a somewhat higher number in group 1 floes as compared to the
two late winter cruises, which in contrast, showed higher percentages o f floes belonging to
the medium or strongly deformed groups. This may reflect the build up o f deformation
during the seasonal evolution o f the pack ice. The geographical distribution for the
member floes o f all three ice groups can be seen in Figure H.5. There is a slight tendency
towards more frequent deformation with increasing latitude but even at the highest
latitudes there are several group 1 floes, and group 3 floes are found at low latitudes. In
summary, there is no strong dependency between longitude and latitude and the degree to
which ice is deformed. Processes, like convergence/divergence o f the ice motion, stage of
ice development, and atmospheric and oceanographic conditions, that together determine
whether a floe is undeformed, deformed or strongly deformed, do not appear to relate to
geographic location in a simple way. In addition it should be noted that the Antarctic pack
is quite mobile, a fact that would tend to blur any correlations between location and
deformation, even if they were to exist.
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11.5 Roughness m easures
There are various ways to define and quantify the roughness o f a surface. Each way
emphasizes a particular aspect o f the general picture and care has to be taken when the
results from different roughness criteria are compared. There are two "classical”
approaches to measuring surface roughness: the variance as a measure o f amplitude
roughness, and the Fourier spectrum analysis as a roughness distribution for a range of
wavelengths. The findings o f both analyses will be compared to the amplitudes, structure
lengths and characteristic wavelengths found with a semivariogram method. In order to
find characteristic roughness properties for the three ice groups, comparisons will be
carried out between the ice groups and also between single representative profiles o f each
group.
II. 5.1 Variance as a measure o f amplitude roughness
The roughness o f a surface can be quantified as the variance o f its elevation around
its mean value [Andreas et al., 1993], Defining the elevation o f a line o f H points at any
point j with zm (with x being either s (snow surface), / (ice surface), or u (ice underside))
the roughness variance is defined as sum o f the squares o f deviations from its mean value
<z*>,
(2)
The variance, o r the square root o f the standard deviation, oi , is a measure o f the
deviation o f vertical surface structures. Ox can therefore be used as a measure o f the
roughness o f the surface amplitudes (vertical scale) on a given horizontal scale. The
resultant values for oj and

for all profiles o f each ice group are graphed versus the

standard deviation o f the snow surface (<x ) in Figure H.6 . As found by Andreas et al.
[1993], the standard deviation o f the ice underside (Figure n .6 b) can be

2

to

6

times as

large as at for the two groups o f deformed ice. Also in agreement with their findings is
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that c* is always below

10

cm and

is rarely above 2 0 cm for undeformed floes (group 1),

while the corresponding standard deviations for deformed floes (group 2 and 3) are mostly
above these values.

values range between 0 and 20 cm, as can be seen in Figure 11.6a;

they are generally greater than the corresponding o; values, which is in contrast to the
finding o f Andreas et al. [1993]. The snow surface standard deviation can be up to twice
as large as the standard deviation o f the ice surface, especially for the two deformed
groups (group

2

and 3) as Figure II.6 a shows.

II. 5.2 Three profiles (and their roughness characteristics) as representativesfo r the ice
groups
Figure H.7 shows three profiles which were selected as representatives o f the ice
groups. Figure II.7a shows a relatively thin, undeformed floe (group 1) which was
sampled on Julian Day 231 in the late winter Ross Sea. It is quite uniform in appearance,
has no trace o f deformation but nevertheless has pronounced ice underside roughness.
This floe was sampled at 65° south and IS7° west and is a typical young ice edge floe with
fairly regular ice underside fluctuations revealing its underlying pancake structure. The
floe seen in Figure II. 7b is a moderately thick, medium-deformed floe (group 2) sampled
on Julian Day 136 in the early winter Ross Sea. It is dominated by low ridges o f long
wavelength. Interestingly, the small scale roughness o f its ice underside is less pronounced
than that o f the group 1 floe in Figure 11.7a. Figure H.7c shows a typical thick and
strongly deformed floe (group 3) o f the late winter Amundsen Sea, sampled on Julian Day
249. The inhomogenity of this floe is obvious and its roughness seems to be especially
pronounced at the ice underside. These floes will serve as representative samples o f the
three ice groups in the following discussion and analysis.
II. 5.3 Fourier (roughness) spectra o f the three ice groups
From the profiles in Figure H.7 it is apparent why it is useful to calculate the
contributions o f roughness at different wavelengths instead o f using just a single
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roughness measure, such as variance. The ice underside in Figure II. 7a clearly has more
short wave roughness than the profile in Figure IL7b where the roughness contribution is
mostly from long wavelengths. To gather information about the range and the weight of
wavelengths which determine the roughness o f a particular surface profile with elevation
z(x), a Fourier power spectrum <P(k) for the wavenumber k= 2n/k (and wavelength X) is
computed. The autocorrelation function is first calculated as

C(fi) = i j (*(*) -

+*)-/<)*.

(3)

*0
where// = (z(x)) is the mean value o f the surface elevation, / is the total length o f the
profile and h isthe spatial lag. The power spectrum <D(k)can then be expressed as the
Fourier transform o f (3),
<&(*) =

J C(h) co ikh )d h .

(4)

Since the power or energy spectrum 0(k) denotes the energy contribution o f the signal at
wavenumber k, one can obtain the total energy can be calculated as the integral over all
wave numbers. In the spatial domain x the total energy is simply given by the variance o 2
(equation 2 ) which implies the equality,
<x2 = /< * * )< * .

(5)

0

As the profile surfaces are sampled at discrete points and have finite lengths, integrals are
replaced by sums when the actual calculations are carried out. Sums over k extend from
the smallest wavenumber, k= 2tdl for a profile length /, to the longest wavenumber,
k=2 ^(2 Ax) for a sampling interval o f Ax (1 m). To minimize the influence o f boundary
effects on the spectra, due to the limited signal length, a window function [Kaimal and
Kristensen, 1991; H ibler and LeSchack, 1972; Andreas et a l., 1993] was applied to each
profile. Spectra o f single profiles were then computed but, due to the inherent properties
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o f the Fourier transform, they were far too noisy for direct interpretation. In analogy to
Andreas et a/. [1993] an averaged, non-dimensionalized spectrum o f the form

(6)
was computed for each ice group. The summation includes all spectra nx o f a surface with
x denoting either the snow, (s), ice,
group. Each spectrum

(0

or ice underside surface (u) within the selected ice

is non-dimensionalized by its variance ofe2 and the wavemunber

k. The factor o* on the right side o f equation 6 indicates the non-dimensional character o f
the averaged spectrum.
The averaged surface spectra computed for the three surfaces are shown in Figure
II.8 a (snow surface), b (ice surface) and c (ice underside) as log-log graphs. Error bars
show the 95% confidence intervals calculated with the appropriate chi-squared probability
distribution. Despite averaging, these error bars are large enough that none of the local
peaks at specific wavenumbers k can be considered significant. Therefore, only the general
shape and slope of the spectra in Figure n.8 are o f use. For all curves in Figure n.8
wavenumbers range between 0.1 and 3 rad m' 1 corresponding to wavelengths between 2
and 60m. Shape and slope o f the spectral curves are different for the different surfaces and
also, less distinctly, for the same surfaces o f different ice groups. Spectra for the ice
underside and snow surfaces (Figure H.8 a,c) slope down towards higher wavenumbers
(short wavelengths), corresponding to an energy concentration at low wavenumbers (long
wavelengths). In contrast, ice surface spectra (Figure II.8 b) remain constant or even
increase with increasing wavenumber k (decreasing wavelength). This tendency o f shape
and slope in the spectra is broadly similar to what was observed by Andreas et a/. [1993]
for their groups o f first year ice.
The range o f wavelengths (2-60m) is a direct result o f the limited resolution and
profile lengths. Incidentally, this study is comparable to that o f Andreas et a/.[1993] for
the Weddell Sea, because o f the similarity o f the profile lengths and the identical spacing
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o f individual measurements (1 m). A drawback o f the relatively short profile lengths is the
exclusion o f potential peaks in the spectra at long wavelengths. Sonar and laser profiles of
Arctic sea ice, whose profiles are much longer than those o f existing Antarctic sets show
significant spectral peaks for long wavelengths. Banke and Smith [1973], for instance,
suggest a spectral peak for the Arctic snow surface at X equal to 200 m while Hibler
[1975] proposes 100 m. Kozo and Tucker [1974] suggest a wavelength o f 200 m as
spectral peak for the ice underside. It would be interesting to see whether Antarctic sea ice
shows similar characteristic peaks at low wave numbers, making the acquisition o f longer
profiles desirable in the future. The ice surface spectra in Figure II.8 b reveal a significant
increase in spectral intensity for wavenumbers greater than

1

rad m*1 (wavelengths smaller

than 6-7 m). For the Weddell Sea, Andreas et al. [1993] speculated that this signature in
the ice surface spectrum might reflect a particular ice formation process, which is typical
for the Antarctic: the so-called "pancake cycle” [Ackley et a l., 1987; Wadhams et al.,
1987; Lange et a l., 1989], Pancakes, with diameters o f several centimeters to several
meters, raft and consolidate by interstitial freezing into an ice surface whose roughness
would be dominated by typical pancake dimensions; this would correspond to the
pronounced increase in spectral energy at wavelengths smaller than 7 m. At intermediate
wavelengths, Ackley et a/.[1976] found a spectral peak for Arctic multiyear ice at about
30 m (k=0.2 rad m*‘), which was not found in the ice surface spectra o f Figure H.8 b.
Ackley’s 30 m peak is probably caused by the frequent occurrence o f summer melt ponds
in the Arctic [Andreas and Ackley, 1982], which also has a smoothing effect on the ice
surface at smaller wavelengths. In the Antarctic, melting on the ice surface is rare;
however, widespread flooding o f Antarctic sea ice [Ackley et al., 1990, Eicken et al.,
1994] could, to some extent, analogously diminish high wavenumber roughness.
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II. 5.4 Slopes and fractal dim ensionsfrom the Fourier spectra
In order to quantify the slope o f the power spectra, a least squares regression line
was fitted to the log-Iog plots o f f(k) versus k; the slope o f the regression line is the
exponential decay parameter y o i an assumed power law dependence
(7)
o f the spectra 4>(k). The resultant ^values are presented in Table H.l; y>

1

for the snow

and ice underside surfaces and y< 1 for the ice surface. As a consequence, the snow and
ice underside surfaces (but not the upper ice surface) can be interpreted as fractional
Brownian motion or red noise [W omell, 1996]. For red noise, a fractal (Hausdorff)
dimension

(8)
can be calculated, provided 3 > y > 1, which is the case here. These so-called I / f
processes (since the power spectrum fits I / f ) with fractal behavior occur frequently
within natural phenomena, such as in studies o f textural variations in natural topography
[Turcotte, 1993; Barton andLaPointe, 1995].
The fractal dimension D is a useful quantitative measure for the roughness and
topography o f sea ice. Values o f D derived from the power law behavior o f the Fourier
spectra are given in Table n . 1 for both the snow and ice underside surface. It can be seen
from Table n . 1 that fractal dimensions are generally higher (and y values correspondingly
lower) for the ice underside than for the snow surface. This finding is in contrast to
Andreas et a/.[1993] who suggested larger y (hence lower D) for the ice underside than
for snow surface. The range o f y for the ice underside (between

1.2

and 1.6 ) is very

similar to the range found by Andreas et al. [1993]; the range o f y for the snow surface
(Table n . 1) however exceeds the range found by Andreas et al. [1993].
The fractal dimension D is high in group 1 (undeformed ice) for both snow surface
and ice underside while it is smaller in group

2

(medium deformed ice) for both surfaces.
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For groups 2 and 3 (strongly deformed ice) D is similar for the snow surface but the D for
the ice underside is higher in group 3 than in group 2. Since a high fractal dimension
means a small y and hence a shallower slope o f the spectrum towards higher wavenumbers
(smaller wavelengths), a large D describes a high contribution o f short wavelength
roughness. The fractal dimension can therefore be applied as a measure for short
wavelength roughness o f the corresponding surface.
All fractal dimensions given in Table II.1 for the three ice groups range between 1.6
and 2.0. Values found for the Arctic seem to be generally lower. Bishop and Chellis
[1989] found a range o f 1.2 to 1.6, Key and M cLaren [1991] found 1.4 and 1.6 for the ice
underside o f Arctic first and multiyear ice respectively and Wadhams and D avis [1994]
found values between 1.4 and 1.7 dependent on the geographic region. H ibler [1975] and
Kozo and Tucker [1974] find y values o f 2.2 and 2.3 corresponding to fractal dimensions
o f 1.4 or 1.35 respectively. Rothrock and Thorndike [1980] find y equal to 3 (hence D = l)
for the obviously rather smooth underside o f sea ice in the Beaufort Sea.
It can be concluded that:
(1) A comparison o f fractal dimensions from the two polar regions shows that
Antarctic sea ice has a higher short wavelength roughness than Arctic sea ice, which has
more long wavelength roughness. This finding further confirms the results o f past
investigations [Andreas et al, 1993; Lytle and Ackley, 1991].
(2) The ice underside has more short wave roughness than the snow surface.
However, the ice surface has the highest contribution in the shorter wavelengths o f all
three surfaces. The ice surface variance (which is the integral over the spectrum, section
4.3) is similar to or lower than the variance o f the snow surface.
(3) Fractal dimensions or short wave roughness o f the snow surface decrease with
increasing deformation as seen between group

1

and

2

and becomes almost constant

between group 2 and 3. Short wave roughness o f the ice underside is lowest for medium
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deformed ice (group 3) and higher for undeformed and strongly deformed ice (group 1
and 3).

II. 5.5 Structure lengths and amplitudes, characteristic wavelength and fractal
dim ensionsfrom semivariograms
The semivariogram method, another tool from spatial statistics {Isaaks and
Srrvastava, 1989; Robert and Richards, 1988; O liver and Webster, 1986], is an elegant
way to identify structure lengths and amplitudes as well as characteristic wavelengths for
the three surfaces o f the sea ice profiles. Given a profile surface, z, the semivariogram y(h)
for a lag distance h is defined by

rih) =

+

>1 *

(9)

where M is the number o f data points and the summation runs over all sample locations x,
that have a neighbor at distance h. Equation 9 shows that the semivariogram depends on
spatial correlations, with y(h) low for those h where surface structures are strongly
correlated and high where they are uncorrelated. The semivariogram bears some similarity
to the autocorrelation function, C(h), and for second order stationary processes y(h)
becomes
KA) = <r2[ l-C (/r)]],

( 10 )

where o* is the variance o f z.
The semivariogram is usually zero at h - 0 and increases thereafter with increasing h.
If a maximum or sill is reached at a certain distance h, this marks the decorrelation or
structural length R. As C(h) is zero at this h, the semivariogram is equal to the variance
which determines the structural amplitude A = a at this point. If y(h) shows periodic, fine
scale variations at larger h, a small scale characteristic wavelength X can also be
determined. Semivariograms were computed for each profile and the parameters A, R and
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X were estimated via visual inspection. Table H.2 presents the mean values o f the
parameters for each o f the three profile surfaces o f all ice groups.
Similar to the Fourier spectra, semivariograms can be used to calculate a HausdorfF
dimension D (section 4.4) [McBratney and Webster, 1986]. For this purpose, a power law
relation o f the form
01

)

is fitted to the semivariogram and a fractal or HaussdorfF dimension is calculated
according to

( 12)
This approach is used to determine fractal dimensions for the representative single profiles
given in Figure H.7. Mean values o f D for all floes belonging to one ice group are also
calculated and are compared to the mean dimensions obtained via the Fourier spectra.
The fractal dimensions obtained with semivariograms for the representative floes of
Figure n.7 as well as for the ice groups are listed in Table n .l. As shown in Table U.2
almost all parameters increase with increasing deformation (group 1 to group 3).
Structural amplitudes A vary distinctly between the different surfaces. The amplitude o f
the ice surface is approximately two times larger than for the snow surface and about five
times larger than for the ice underside. Structure lengths R and characteristic wavelengths
X are similar in range for the snow and ice underside surfaces, but somewhat smaller for
the ice surface.

II. 5.6 Comparison between roughness measures
The observed inter-surface variations o f the structural amplitude, A , derived from the
semivariograms, compare well with those o f the standard deviation, <7, previously
presented in section 4.1. The range o f ow Gee underside) in Figure n .6 was about five
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times that o f oj for the ice surface. This is in agreement with the relation o f ice underside
and ice surface structural amplitudes in Table II.2 . Similarly, <n was up to two times larger
than oj which again compares well to the relation between the structural amplitudes given
for the snow and ice surface. The fact that the semivariogram structure length and
characteristic wavelength are smallest for the ice surface agrees with the results o f the
Fourier spectra where the ice surface also showed the highest contributions to short wave
roughness. However, while the semivariogram attributes similar structure lengths and
characteristic wavelengths to the snow and ice underside surfaces (Table n.2), higher
short wave roughness was suggested for the ice underside by the Fourier analysis of
sections 4.3 and 4.4. Results from the semivariograms show that the rougher appearance
of the ice underside is expressed solely by its higher structural amplitude with respect to
the ice and snow surfaces. Between groups, the structure length o f the ice underside is
smallest for the strongly deformed group (group 3 in Table II.2).
In conclusion, two phenomena are found for the ice underside and the snow surface
as compared to the ice surface: larger structural lengths and characteristic wavelengths k
on the one hand and larger structural amplitudes on the other hand. Larger structural
amplitudes indicate larger amplitude roughness. But together with the simultaneous
increase o f the structure lengths and characteristic wavelengths, larger amplitudes can be
interpreted as part o f a smoothing action on the ice underside and the snow surface in
contrast to the ice surface. A similar interpretation has been given by Sturm et al.
[submitted] who reported a smoother snow surface in comparison to the underlying ice
surface. The results o f Table D.2 show further that structural amplitudes and lengths
generally become larger with increasing deformation. This signifies a corresponding shift
from short wave to long wave roughness in agreement with the results o f the fractal
dimension analysis presented in Table 0.1. The only exception to this general trend is the
reduction in the structure length o f the ice underside from the medium deformed ice group
2 to the strongly deformed ice group 3. That this reduction in structure length (equivalent
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to an increase in short wave roughness) is a real phenomenon is corroborated by a
corresponding increase o f the fractal dimension in Table H.I.
The fractal dimensions, D, obtained with the semivariograms (Table H .l) show
trends similar to those obtained with the Fourier spectra o f section 4.4. D for the snow
surface becomes smaller with increasing deformation, from group 1 to group 3. D o f the
ice underside is at a minimum for group 2 and larger for both groups 1 and 3. This trend
o f fractal dimension is also shared by the representative profiles o f Figure n.7. The snow
and ice underside surfaces o f the group 1 floe in Figure II. 7a exhibit the highest small scale
roughness, and also the largest D. For the snow surfaces, small scale roughness and D
then decreases between the group 2 and 3 floes. In contrast, small scale roughness and D
are smallest for the ice underside o f the group 2 floe. These results also agree with a
qualitative judgment o f the profiles in Figure n.7. Apparent from Table n .l is finally a
close similarity between the two fractal dimensions for the group

1

floe while the

difference between the two D's becomes larger, the older and more deformed the floe is.

11.6 Wavelets and Maximum entropy spectra
One major drawback o f the Fourier spectrum is the loss o f all spatial information in
the signal that is inherent to a complete amplitude/ frequency representation. This
drawback becomes a problem if the signal is not stationary in space, as is the case for a
significant portion o f the profiles o f this study. By transforming a signal with wavelet
functions into a two dimensional space-scale domain, characteristic structures can be
identified at various scales and these structures can also be localized in space. By
integrating the two-dimensional wavelet transform over the space dimension one obtains
the wavelet variance which now only depends on scale. The wavelet variance can be used
to reveal dominant structure lengths and results can be compared to those o f the other
space independent tools o f the previous sections, like Fourier spectra and semivariograms.
This wavelet approach will be carried out in the following two sections.
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A further serious drawback to the Fourier spectra method is that individual profiles
are difficult to study due to the inherent noisiness o f the spectral amplitudes. This
drawback is circumvented by other methods that provide qualitative but smoother spectral
estimates. One such method is the maximum entropy approach which is presented in
section 6.3.
II. 6.1 W avelets applied to snow and ice surfaces
A wavelet is a waveform o f limited extension in either time or space with an average
value o f zero. The transformation o f a signalf(x ) with a wavelet yt(a,b) is defined as
(13)
with b being the translation parameter which shifts the wavelet through space and a being
the scaling parameter. If the scale a is constant, the wavelet transform (WT) is very similar
to a windowed Fourier transform (WFT). But unlike a WFT, the wavelet transform (WT)
provides a mechanism for examining structures at different scales [Kaiser, 1994; M eyer,
1993]. Starting with a chosen wavelet at scale a = 1 (the so-called mother wavelet)
variation o f a creates a whole family o f wavelets whose shape is compressed or stretched
in order to cover different scales. The factor 1 / <J\a\ guarantees that the energy (which is
the spatial integral over the square o f the wavelet) o f each scaled wavelet will be equal to
the energy o f the mother wavelet (at a = I). As mother wavelet for the following study,
the so-called Mexican hat wavelet
¥(*) = (1 ~ 16x2)ex p (-8 x 2)
was chosen. This wavelet function i/fx) is identical to the second-order derivative o f a
Gaussian bell.
Figure II.9 shows the space(£)-scale(a) representation for the snow surface o f the
group 2 profile o f Figure H.7b. The result is a continuous, two-dimensional picture o f
wavelet coefficients c(a,b)= WVfa,b) where the brightness at each point (a,b) is related to
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the magnitude o f c(a,b) and hence to the degree of resemblance between the wavelet and
the signal at this space-scale point. In Figure H.9 there is a bright vertical band in the
wavelet coefficients at a spatial scale b o f roughly 85 m which corresponds to the local
trough in the snow surface in the center o f the shallow ridge o f the profile in Figure n.7b.
The scale parameter (a) has horizontal brightness maxima at scales a o f about 7 and 25 m.
These maxima indicate a high similarity o f the signal with the wavelet at these scales. The
two scales (7 and 25 m) can therefore be interpreted as dominant scales or structure
lengths in the profile in Figure H.7b. The typical brightness pattern in the wavelet
coefficients on one scale in Figure II.9 are seen to repeat similarly on other scales. This
shows that the correlation between the signal and the wavelet is similar on different scales,
thus qualitatively verifying the fractal nature o f the snow and ice profiles, which was
already shown in section 4.
II. 6.2 Wavelet variance fo r single profiles
The wavelet variance WVf for the signal/is defined as
(14)
with x fa ) and x fa ) being the lower and upper limits o f the spatial range, b [Li and
Loehle, 1995]. So defined, the wavelet variance is a measure for the average energy
content of all spatial wavelet coefficients for a given scale a. Since the energy is conserved
by a wavelet transformation, the area under the wavelet variance is equal to the signal
energy. Local peaks in the wavelet variance therefore indicate energy maxima and the
respective scales where they occur can be interpreted as dominant structure lengths in the
signal.
Figure H.10a and b show the wavelet variance o f the snow surface and the ice
underside for the group 2 floe (Figure n.7b). Two maxima are seen for the snow surface
at structure lengths 7 m and 25 m, which evidently agrees with the two brightness maxima
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observed in Figure II.9. The wavelet variance o f the ice underside shows only one
maximum at a structure length o f about 27 m.
The wavelet variances o f the ice underside for the group 1 floe (Figure II. 7a) and
the group 3 floe (Figure H.7c) are shown in Figure H.I1 a and b. For the group 1 floe,
there is a local maximum at about 5-7 m and another at about 2 m; for the group 3 floe the
wavelet variance shows a plateau at about 6 m and increases steadily thereafter.
The dotted curves in Figure n .l l a and b show the wavelet variances o f the first part
( 1) and the second part (2 ) o f the profiles, which were divided at distance 80 m (group

1

floe) and 85 m (group 3 floe), respectively. For the group 3 floe, a local maximum can be
detected at 10 m only for the first part o f the profile. The wavelet variance o f the second
part o f the profile lacks the

10

m maximum and shows more contribution o f longer

structure lengths. This is in agreement with the divide in the profile at about 85 m (Figure
n.7c). For the group I floe, the maxima o f the all profile variance show up in the variance
o f second profile part but not for the first part. The latter finding was also in agreement
with the space (b)-scale (a) representation o f this profile, where two different zones could
be seen with brightness maxima showing up at a scale o f 5-7 m only in the second part
(80-150 m) o f the profile. The strength o f the wavelet method is thus illustrated by this
last example as it provides a way to divide a profile which looks quite uniform upon quick
observation (Figure n.7a) into two different spatial zones. In this way the use o f wavelets
opens the possibility o f subclassifying floes where floe segments, identified by the WT,
could possibly be fed again into a cluster algorithm.
II. 6.3

M aximum entropyfo r single profiles

For the maximum entropy approach [ Therrien, 1992], the spectral density o f a signal
/ i s computed by assuming the signal as a linear Markov process o f order M . This means
that each o f the N signal points depends linearly on its A/nearest neighbors according to
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The error term et is minimized in a least square sense by varying the coefficients ax o f the
linear approximation. The advantage o f this method is that the Markov process can be
continued beyond the data length. In this way windowing effects which contribute to the
high noise level o f Fourier spectra are reduced and a much smoother spectral estimate is
obtained. Typical frequencies are discernible more clearly and the fine resolution o f nearby
frequencies is enhanced. However, there is the disadvantage that the relative heights o f
individual peaks do not correspond to their respective contributions to the true power
spectrum.
Maximum entropy spectral densities for the group 2 floe are shown in Figure H.10c
and d. For the snow surface, one large maximum can be discerned at a wavelength o f 25 m
and several smaller ones at lower wavelengths. For the ice underside there are spectral
maxima at about 27-30 m, at 15 m and at several lower peaks at small wavelengths. The
spectral density for the ice underside o f the group 1 floe (Figure II. 11c) features one
maximum at around 7 m, while at about 25 m it climbs to a plateau. Conversely, for the
group 3 floe no high spectral maxima are seen (Figure H.l Id); besides insignificant peaks
at small wavelengths the spectral curve ascends steadily with wavelength.
In comparison with the results o f the wavelet variance (section 5.2), the maximum
entropy spectra essentially reproduce, as distinct maxima, the dominant structure lengths
found with the former method. For example, the structure lengths found with the wavelet
variance method for the group 2 floe, at 25 m for its snow surface and at 27 m for its ice
underside, show up as distinct maxima in the maximum entropy spectra o f Figure n.10.
Similarly, the peak in the maximum entropy spectrum o f the group 1 floe at about 7 m
(Figure n . 1lc) corresponds to the dominant structure length derived with the wavelet
variance and seen in Figure n.lla. Finally, the non-stationary character o f the wavelet
variance for the group 3 floe (Figure 0.1 lb) is also reflected in the spectrum o f Figure
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n .lld . The maximum entropy approach also shows several additional peaks compared to
the wavelet variance, especially at short wavelengths. For instance, several additional
maxima were found by the maximum entropy method for the snow surface o f the group

2

floe in Figure H.10c. These additional maxima are located in the vicinity o f the second
structure length at 7 m which was also found by the wavelet variance (Figure II. 10a).
Similarly, for the ice underside o f the same floe other smaller wavelengths peaks were
found near to the dominant structure length o f 27 m (Figure ILlOd). How much o f this
additional structure is real or an artifact o f a too high order M , chosen for the maximum
entropy method, has to be decided from case to case.

11.7 Drag coefficients for snow, ice and ice underside surfaces
Profile surface characteristics such as typical wavelengths and amplitudes were
determined in the preceding sections. These surface characteristics can be used to
calculate water and air drag coefficients which influence the nature o f energy transfer
processes at the interfaces o f a sea ice profile. From the air drag coefficient CD, which is
the transfer coefficient o f momentum at the air-sea ice interface, the latent and sensible
heat transfer coefficients, C» and Cb can be derived [Andreas, 1987; Andreas and Murphy,
1986]. In determining the turbulent heat exchange, Co plays an important role in energy
balance models.
In order to use Co as a comparable measure for the surface drag it is usually
standardized to its neutral stable value at 10 m height. This convention will be followed
here. The usual way to determine drag coefficients is by wind profile measurements
[Banke et al., 1980; Allison and Akerman, 1980; Andreas and M akshias, 1985]. But
Banke et a/.[1980] have also shown a relationship between drag coefficient and surface
characteristics. Using the same spacing (1 m) and similar profile lengths as used in this
study, they defined a surface elevation £ as
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C =

(16)
*«

which is the integral over the spectrum tfk ) with the lower limit ko equal to O.S rad m*1,
corresponding to a wavelength o f about 13 m. The upper limit is defined by the smallest
wavelength, which is 2 m (k««x=3 rad m*1) for a sampling distance o f

1

m. For this surface

elevation £ Banke et a/.[1980] found the following empirical relationship to Cd
103 Co = 110 +0.072^ ,
with a correlationcoefficientr =0.9. Another relation connects

(17)
the rootmeansquare

(rms) o f the surface slopes OS’™.) to the drag coefficient,
103 Co = U 7 + 7 .0 9 5 n- ,

(18)

with r=0.82. Equation 17 ispreferred here for its slightlyhigher correlation. Note, from
equation 16 that <? is simply the variance contribution between the wavelengths o f 2 and
13 m (see equation S). A comparison between £

and o 2 for each profile showed a

strongly linear relation between the two with £ being lower in value since it represents
only part o f the integral. Drag coefficients are consequently linked to the variance and
hence to the measure o f amplitude roughness (section 4 . 1).
Using equations 16 and 17 the drag coefficients for each surface profile were
computed. Figure n . 12 shows a histogram o f the air drag coefficients for all three ice
groups. As can be seen one finds a range of 1.1-1.5 x 10'3 for undeformed ice (group 1)
and values between 1.2-1.7 x 10*3 for medium to strongly deformed ice (group 2 and
group 3). Drag coefficients were also computed for the ice surface and the ice underside.
Table U.3 contains mean drag coefficients per ice group for all three surfaces. The drag
for all three surfaces generally increases with increasing deformation (group 1 to group 3).
The relationship o f ice surface and underside drag compared to the air drag o f the snow
surface is shown in Figure H.13. Drag coefficients o f the ice underside are almost always
distinctly higher than snow surface drag (Figure H.13b). This difference is more
pronounced for strongly deformed ice (group 3). Ice and snow surface drag are generally
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o f the same order o f magnitude. If all ice groups (1*3) are combined, ice surface drag is
generally lower than snow surface drag (Figure II. 13a), although a few rare exceptions
occur.
Drag coefficients computed with the alternative equation 18 (slopes) are almost
linearly related to the drag coefficients calculated with the Fourier spectra; and their values
were systematically higher by about 0.1-0.2 x 10'3. This result is in agreement with Lange
and Eicken [1991] who used equation 18 and calculated slightly higher drag coefficients
for the Weddell Sea than Andreas et a l.[1993] who used equation 17.
It should be noted that the calculated drag coefficients represent only the local
surface drag or frictional stress. By having only wavelengths smaller than 13 m contribute
to Cd , Banke et o/.[1973,1980] assumed that the small scale roughness dominates the
local surface drag. The same assumption underlies the work o f Andreas [1995]. Areaaveraged values for the drag coefficients, measured by airborne laser profilometers, are, on
the other hand, usually greater than these "local” drag coefficients [Overland, 1985]. This
discrepancy is caused by the influence o f large scale roughness, such as form drag o f
ridges, on the area averaged drag coefficient. Banke[\9%Qi\, Arya [1973b, 1975] and Jqffre
[1983] estimated the contribution o f form drag as ranging from 5 to 30 % o f the total drag
for the Arctic. For the Antarctic, it can be argued that ridge heights are often lower and
buried underneath the snow so that they should be contained in frictional surface stress
measurements [Arya, 1973a]. However Dierken [1995] found that drag could be
considerable in the Weddell Sea region o f the Antarctic.
In conclusion, it is found here that calculated air drag coefficients are very similar to
those given by Andreas et a l [1993] for undeformed and deformed Weddell sea ice. They
further compare well with values derived from vertical wind profiles measured in East
Antarctica [Allison and Akerman, 1980] and to measurements by Andreas and M akshtas
[1985] and Wamser and M artinson [1993] in the Weddell Sea. W ater drag coefficients
which are presented here are comparable to those found by Lange and Eicken [1991] if
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differences in the methods o f calculation are accounted for. Compared to the Antarctic
drag coefficients discussed here, Arctic air drag values are generally higher [Guest and
Davidson, 1987, 1991; Anderson, 1987]. However, for both, the Arctic and Antarctic
regions, drag coefficients are found to increase with increasing deformation.

11.8 Discussion and conclusions
In this study a combination o f methods from classical and modem spatial statistics
was applied to a data set o f Antarctic first year sea ice profiles to reveal their roughness
characteristics and variability. The results o f the different methods were either similar or
complementary and were useful when applied to single profiles as well as to ice groups.
First, a numeric group classification scheme was applied to the data. This objective
cluster scheme performed at least as well as subjective methods but has the advantage o f
being reproducible and unbiased. Three characteristic clusters were found. They
correspond to ice groups o f undeformed, medium deformed and strongly deformed floes.
The variance (a2), computed for three profile surfaces (snow surface, ice surface and
ice underside) was used as a measure o f (vertical) amplitude roughness. The range o f a for
the snow surface and ice surface were similar a o f the snow surface could be up to twice
as large as o o f the ice surface, especially for deformed ice (groups 2 and 3), while a o f
the ice underside was two to five times as large as a o f the snow surface; the difference
was also more pronounced on floes with greater deformation. All three surface variances
therefore show distinct characteristics compared to each other as well as a direct
dependency on deformation.
Averaged and normalized Fourier spectra were computed for the snow, ice and ice
underside surfaces o f each o f the three ice groups. The shapes and slopes o f the spectra
were broadly similar to spectra previously obtained from other Antarctic sea ice regions.
The ice surface spectrum had the highest contribution o f short scale roughness, indicative
of the signature o f the ice formation process in the pancake cycle [Andreas et al., 1993].
Through an analogy with fractional Brownian processes, fractal dimensions D were
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calculated for the snow and ice underside surfaces. Fractal dimensions D proved to be a
useful measures o f short wavelength roughness. Values o f D were generally higher for the
ice underside than for the snow surface, confirming that the former is rougher than the
latter. For the snow surface, D gradually decreased with increasing deformation, showing
a smoothing effect (less short wave roughness) with age o f the floe as increasing amounts
o f snow filled in between ice surface irregularities. For the ice underside o f undeformed
and strongly deformed floes, fractal dimensions were high while they showed lower values
for medium deformed floes. This tendency was in agreement with the trend o f D values,
calculated with semivariograms for each ice group as well as for representative single
profiles. The knowledge o f the fractal structure o f snow and ice profiles could be useful
for modeling purposes, as different types o f sea ice could be simulated as red noise of
different fractal dimensions, which in turn could characterize different reflective
properties.
Structure lengths and amplitudes and characteristic wavelengths between 3-10 m
were obtained for all profile surfaces, using semivariograms. The structural amplitudes of
the semivariograms confirmed the findings o f the variance analysis. Snow surface
structural amplitudes are slightly higher than ice surface amplitudes; ice underside
structural amplitudes are distinctly larger (2-5 times). The discrepancy between structural
amplitudes generally increased with increasing deformation. A trend o f larger structure
lengths as well as larger structural amplitudes o f the snow surface and the ice underside in
contrast to the ice surface can be interpreted as a smoothing tendency o f the former two
surfaces towards the latter. This indicates that the various processes which occur at the
snow/air interface or at the ice/water interface tend to reduce the ice surface roughness.
The wavelet transformation technique is a new two-dimensional space/scale method
which can be applied successfully to individual sea ice surface profiles. Wavelets have the
advantage o f localizing structures and their typical scales in the studied profile; they
further reveal the fractal structure o f the profile. Spatial summation over the wavelet
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transformation gives the scale dependent wavelet variance. With the help o f the wavelet
variance, dominant structure lengths o f a profile can be detected. Wavelets are superior to
visual inspection and facilitate the finding o f hidden segments and substructures within
profiles. This opens the possibility to further subclassify sea ice.
The maximum entropy method is a suitable approach for computing individual profile
spectra that are less noisy than Fourier spectra. Typical scales found with the maximum
entropy approach compare well to the dominant structure lengths found with the wavelet
variance.
Drag coefficients were computed from the surface characteristics o f the three profile
surfaces. The air drag coefficients are broadly similar to values found for other places in
Antarctica and range between 1.1 and 1.7 x

103 with

higher drag correlated with increased

deformation. Water drag coefficients range between 1.2 and 2.8 x

10 3.

Ice surface drag is

similar to or slightly smaller than snow surface (air) drag. This last finding is in contrast to
Andreas et al. [1993] who computed drag coefficients for the Weddell Sea but found that
drag over bare ice is higher than over snow covered ice. Since the drag coefficients are
shown to be directly related to the variances for a certain range o f wavelengths they are
also related to the vertical (amplitude) roughness. The discrepancy between the results of
Andreas et al.[1993] and the results presented here could therefore be explained in
different ways. One possibility for the drag o f bare ice to be lower than that o f snow
covered ice could be the effect o f blowing snow and windblown sastrugi structures leading
to higher snow surface amplitudes. Another possibility could be a smoothing o f the ice
surface roughness as a consequence o f flooding and snow ice formation, two processes
which were frequently observed in the area o f study [Adolphs, 1; Sturm et al., submitted].
Application o f various methods showed an intricate relation between ice group and
roughness properties o f sea ice. Roughness properties are crucial parameters for
classifying sea ice. Ice classification, is on the other hand, an important precondition for
classifying roughness properties. With roughness determining the spectral and reflective
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characteristics o f a surface, the identification o f ice groups with remote sensing methods is
possible. For future research on roughness characteristics o f sea ice in the Antarctic it
would be desirable to explore, beyond the limits given in this paper (2-60 m), broader
ranges o f scales and wavelengths. This requires longer profile lengths as well as smaller
sampling intervals, which could be best achieved in using airborne laser o r underwater
upward looking sonar methods.
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11.10 Figures

Figure 11.1: Ice stations along three track lines followed by the Nathaniel B. Palmer
(NBP) between May and September 1995. NBP 95-3 (open circles) visited the Ross
Sea in early winter (May/June 95), NBP 95-5/1 (filled circles) in late winter (August 95).
During cruise NBP 95-5/2 (September 95) a track of another 14 ice stations was laid
out in the Amundsen/ Bellingshausen Seas.
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Rgure II.2: Ice underside of a floe, sampled on Julian Day 217 in the Ross Sea.
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Figure II.3: Hierarchical cluster diagram for the 29 floes of the early winter Ross Sea
cruise. Individual floes branch together to subduster with increasing distance. Below
distance 10 three distinct branches have formed, representing three different visibly
distinct ice groups.
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Figure II.4: Mean values of the three selected cluster variables (ice thickness, short
wave coefficient and long wave coefficient) for the three resultant groups of a k-means
algorithm applied on all 57 given ice floes.
Group 1 contains undeformed, group 2 medium deformed and group 3 strongly
deformed floes. Attached error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure II.5: Distribution of group 1,2 and 3 floes in a longitude-latitude diagram.
Drilling locations in the Amundsen/Bellingshausen Seas are fewer and in a
longitudinal sector (between 80° and 110°) which is visibly apart from the Ross
Sea sites.
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Figure 11.6: Standard deviations of the ice surface and ice underside versus standard
deviations of the snow surface for ail 57 floes of the three ice groups. The solid line
shows a 1:1 relationship for comparison.
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x(m]
Figure 11.7: Snow and ice thickness profiles chosen as representative for the three ice
groups. The floe (a) sampled at JD (Julian Day) 231 belongs to group 1 (undeformed
floes), floe (b) of J 0 136 belongs to group 2 (medium deformed floes) and floe (c)
at JD 249 belongs to group 3 (strongly deformed floes). Lines of thickness are
referenced to the water level (zero line).
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Wavenumber k [rad/m]
Figure 11.8: Averaged and nondimensionalized Fourier spectra for the snow surface
(a), ice surface (b) and ice underside (c) for each of the three ice groups. The error
bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Dotted lines indicate least squares
regression lines fitted to the log-log plots of the spectra.
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Figure II.8 : (continued).
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Figure II.8 : (continued).
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Figure 11.9: Two-dimensional space-scale presentation with wavelets for the snow
surface of the group 2 floe, shown in Figure 11.7b.
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Figure 11.10: Wavelet variances and maximum entropy spectral densities (order M = A 0 )
for the snow surface and ice surface of the group 2 floe (Figure 7b).
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Figure 11.11: Wavelet variances and maximum entropy spectral densities (order M=10)
for the ice underside of group 1 and group 3 floe (Figure 7).
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Figure 11.12: Histogram showing the distribution of the neutral stable, 10 m air-ice drag
coefficients for all floes of the three ice groups.
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Figure 11.13: Drag coefficients of the ice surface and ice underside as compared to the
air drag coefficients for ail floes of the three ice groups. The solid line shows a 1:1
for comparison.
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11.11 Tables
Table 11.1. Decay parameter rand fractal dimensions D determined by Fourier spectra
and semivariograms for all groups and single profiles.

snow surface

Fourier0
group I
(19 floes)
group 2
(28 floes)
group3
(1 0 floes)

y=1.46
D=1.77
7=1.76
D=1.62
7=1.64
D=1.68

SV0

D=1.85
D=1.79
D=1.76

ice underside

Fourier
7=1.30
D =l.85
7=1.60
D=1.70
7 = 1 .2 0
D=1.90

SV

single profiles
fromSV
snow
surface

ice
underside

ice
surface
Fourier
7=0.81

D=1.83

D=1.96

D=1.98

D=1.75

D=1.89

D=1.66

7 =0 .8 6

7=0.97
D=1.80

D=1.69

D=1.86

}from Fourier spectra
2) from Semivariograms (SV)
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Table 11.2. Mean structural amplitudes A , structure lengths R and characteristic
wavelengths A, determined with semivariograms for the snow and ice and ice underside
surfaces of all ice groups.

group 1
group 2
group 3

ice underside
A.l)
R.
K
[cm] H
Tcml
5.4
13.2 11.4
8 .8
19.0
2 2 .1
36.8
7.8 10.4

ice surface
At
Xi
R.
[m]
[cm]
[cm]
3.7
8 .2
3.7
6.3
9.6
4.1
5.2
1 2 .0
7.6

snow surface
A.
R.
A.
[cm]
[cm]
[m]
6.3
16.3
7.4
15.8
7.1
9.2
9.1
14.9
1 0 .6

0 Subscripts u,i,s stand for underside, foe surface and snow surface.
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Table 11.3. Mean drag coefficients for snow and ice surface and ice underside for all ice
groups.

drag coefficients Co < 103

group 1
group 2
group 3

snow surface
1.31
1.35
1.40

ice surface
1 .2 2

1.27
1.37

ice underside
1.59
1.67
2 .6 6
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III. Sea ice profiles: how much data is needed to obtain spatially
representative estimates of mean ice and snow thicknesses in
the Southern Ocean

111.1 Abstract

Drilling profiles and shipboard observations o f ice and snow thickness, made during three
Antarctic expeditions in the Ross, Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas are studied to
discern their tolerance towards subsampling. Three different subsampling methods:
‘weedout’, ‘random’ and ‘sectional’, were used on the drilling profiles o f individual floes
and on groups o f profiles separated with respect to the specific cruise involved and to the
degree o f ice deformation. The resulting subsampling errors, associated with the means
and standard deviations o f ice-, snow thicknesses and freeboard were generally smallest
for the ‘weedout’ method, where the spacing between drilling points was increased with
increasing subsampling degree n (while the profile length was unchanged). On the ‘cruise’
level, floe drilling data and shipboard observations (consisting o f individual sets o f 25
single observations) were subsampled by picking every n-th floe (or observation set). Up
to a subsampling degree o f n = 3, errors were negligible against the inherent errors o f the
fiill data sets. The influence o f sampling methods on the shape o f the measured probability
density functions (PDFs) is studied indirectly by considering the statistical properties o f
the full data sets. It was found that lognormal o r gamma distributions are better statistical
representations for both drilling and shipboard data than normal distributions. A simple
statistical ice thickness model is presented which explains how different ice growth and
development processes influence the shape o f the ice thickness PDF. Appropriate choices
o f the parameters, consistent with cruise dates and observational evidence o f ice
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deformation, gives good representations o f the measured ice thickness PDFs for the three
cruises.

111.2 Introduction
Due to lack o f submarine sonar-measured ice thickness, information concerning
antarctic sea ice stems mainly from drilling profiles, [Lange and Eicken, 1991; Worby et
al., 1996]. Because the acquisition o f drilling data is comparatively time-consuming, it is
useful to examine how representative such data are and how much data are needed in
order to obtain reliable estimates about any sea ice area. A study with similar focus has
been carried out for Arctic data, where large sets o f sonar data exist [Eicken and Lange,
1989], They showed that even short drilling profiles can supply as much representative
information about sea ice thickness as extensive measurements o f ice draft by submarines.
This study considers two different data sets o f antarctic sea ice, denoted as Sets A
and B . Set A consists o f drilling profile data while Set B is a set o f continuous shipboard
observations o f snow and ice thickness. These two data sets were acquired during three
cruises on board the research vessel Nathaniel B. Palmer (NBP) between May and
September 1995. The cruise tracks are shown in Figure HI. I. NBP 95-3 was an early
winter (May/June 95) expedition to the Ross Sea, NBP 95-5/2 was a repeat visit o f the
Ross Sea in late winter (August 95) and NBP 95-5/1 crossed the late winter
Amundsen/Bellingshausen Seas (September 95).
The advantages, drawbacks and mutual representativeness o f the different sampling
used to obtain the data in Sets A and B are discussed in Adolphs [1]. For Set A , a
characteristic floe was selected as a drilling station at about every degree o f latitude along
the cruise track. At each station typically 150 holes were drilled at a spacing o f 1 m along
straight or angled lines. On the basis o f both ice thickness and roughness characteristics,
the 57 floes, which were sampled during these three cruises, were grouped into three
different floe groups, according to their degree o f deformation (group 1 to 3) [Adolphs,
2]. The shipboard measurements (Set B) were obtained by making 25 visual estimates o f
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snow and ice thickness hourly for individual floe pieces which were tipped over by the
ship. A distance class algorithm, which picks one set o f 25 snow and ice thickness values
for each

10

km, was used in order to sort the data according to distance from the ice edge.

As discussed in [Adolphs, 1] the Set B data best represent the thin to medium thick ice,
whereas the drilling data (Set A ) sample most representatively medium (> 30 cm) to thick
ice. However, a relationship o f mutual representativeness o f both methods in the area o f
overlap was also observed [Adolphs, 1].
hi the following two sections, data Sets A and B will be considered separately. The
tolerance o f mean values and standard deviations o f these data sets is examined with
respect to different strategies and degrees o f subsampling. The goal is to find a more
optimized way to attain regionally representative information about mean snow and ice
thickness that requires the least amount o f data. The direct use o f this analysis is to show
the degree o f reliability and intercomparability o f present data sets; for future studies it
offers the possibility o f organizing measurement programs that are both more cost and
time efficient. Finally, in section 4, the statistical characteristics o f typical ice thickness
distributions are explored beyond just mean values and standard deviations. It will be
shown that the shape o f an individual ice thickness Probability Density Function (PDF)
does not fit a simple normal distribution, but can be interpreted as the superposition o f
several distributions, each characterizing different growth and development processes.
It is important to note that the present subsampling study is focussed on conserving
information about the statistical distribution o f the data; i.e. the data are treated as sets o f
independent elements with no spatial relationship between them. For other than statistical
information, which depends on the spatial relationship o f the individual data points,
subsampling may not be a desirable option. An example is the roughness information,
which can be obtained from ice thickness profiles. In this case, subsampling would further
reduce the wavelength spectrum, which is already limited to a relatively narrow range o f 2
to 60 m for the original data [Adolphs, 2].
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111.3 Statistical properties of the drilling data (Set A)
III. 3.1 D irectional bias
The drilling data were usually sampled across a long (100 m) profile, parallel to the
heading o f the ship, and a short (SO m) profile, perpendicular to the first one. The
placement of the long profile was based on the need to representatively cover level and
ridged ice. The direction o f the perpendicular short profile was then determined and its
placement was less influenced by direct subjective judgement. This raises the question
whether a possible anisotropy o r bias can be found between these two profile types. In
order to investigate this, mean ice thickness values along two SO m sections o f the long
profile and along the short profile were compared. Figure m .2 shows the bar graphs for
the difference in mean ice thickness values for all floes o f all considered cruises. While
there can be distinct differences between two SO m sections o f individual floes, these
differences do not appear to be more pronounced for sections oriented in different
directions in contrast to sections along the same direction. As can be seen in Figure m .2,
the standard deviations for both cases describe a very similar width around the means

-2

cm and 0.9 cm which are sufficiently close to zero. This confirms a general directional
independence. It therefore can be concluded that in the Antarctic sea ice is generally
isotropic and that the choice o f profile direction does not introduce a bias (both graphs in
Figure m.2 are centered at zero difference).
III. 3.2 Subsampling bias
III. 3.2.1 Three different subsampling methods
There are different methods for picking smaller subsets from an original data set o f
profile lines. A comparison, based on the associated subsampling errors, can be used to
decide on an optimum subsampling method. In the following, three different methods are
considered. Starting with a typical spacing o f 1 m between drilling points, for the first
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method Q weedouf) the spacing (or subsampling degree) n is progressively enlarged to

2

m, 3 m up to 25 m. As a consequence o f this subsampling method the number o f
subsampling possibilities increases with n. For the second method (‘random’), sets o f m
drilling points are drawn randomly for each floe. The number o f sets formed is chosen to
be inversely proportional to m. The third method (‘sectional’) chooses contingent
subsections o f m drilling points (with measurements spaced at 1 m distance). Again, the
number o f possible sets (subsections) is inversely proportional to m. These different
approaches will be applied first to representative floes from each o f the three ice groups
(group 1 : undeformed floes, group 2 : medium deformed floes, group 3: strongly deformed
floes) which were established in [Adolphs, 2]. Following this analysis, subsampling o f the
data set o f a whole cruise will be considered.
III.3.2.2 R esultsfor representative individualfloes
Three individual floes that were found to be representative o f undeformed (group 1),
medium deformed (group 2) and strongly deformed (group 3) ice in [Adolphs 2] were
subsampled. Figure m .3 shows results o f mean ice thickness, mean snow thickness and
mean freeboard o f subsets obtained with the \veedout ’ method for the group 3 floe, which
was sampled at Julian Day 249 in the Amundsen Sea. The scatter o f the different subset
means at a given subsampling degree n (the number o f possible subsets increases with n,
while the number o f data points per subset decreases) is illustrated by Figure m .3a, b and
c. At n - 1 the 95% error intervals o f the original, not subsampled data sets are marked. It
can generally be seen that the scatter increases considerably between n = 5 and n - 10. To
obtain a clearer picture of the scatter variability with increasing subsampling spacing n the
standard deviation o f the mean values in Figure m .3a, b and c were computed and are
graphed in Figure m .3d, e and f respectively. In the following this quantity is abbreviated
as std. The random statistical standard error o f the means is drawn as a solid line in Figure
m .3d, e and f for comparison. It can be seen that the std o f freeboard values is closest to
the solid line (Figure m.3e), followed by the stds o f the ice thickness values (Figure
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m.3d) and the snow thickness values (Figure m .3f), which are both systematically below
the solid line. The same trend was observed for the floe which is representative of group 2,
while all the values (freeboard, ice and snow thickness) o f the group

1

floe were in close

vicinity o f the solid line. Stds for the group 1 and group 2 floes’ ice thicknesses are
presented in Figure m .4a and b, respectively.
Figure m .5a and b show the stds o f the group 3 floe for the two other subsampling
methods ‘random ’ and ‘sectional’. The solid line again represents the expected standard
error associated with the subsampling, hi Figure m .5a it can seen that if m data point are
randomly picked, they are closely distributed around the line o f the standard error. This
was similarly observed for the stds o f the mean snow thickness and freeboard values, as
well as for the corresponding stds o f the group I and group 2 floes. Figure m .5b shows
that for the third sampling method (subsections o f m successive points along a profile) the
std o f the mean ice thickness values is generally above the expected random error line.
This was found for the stds o f mean values of snow thickness and freeboard as well as for
the respective values o f the group 2 floe. In contrast, the corresponding stds o f the mean
freeboard, ice and snow thicknesses for the group I floe were observed to be close to the
random error line.
It can be concluded that among the three subsampling methods presented the
‘sectional’ method involves the largest errors, especially for medium and strongly
deformed floes. This finding is probably related to the fact that the subsampled sections in
this case are too short in comparison to a minimum spatial scale which is required for
stationary means o f ice and snow thickness. This minimum spatial scale generally increases
as ice becomes more deformed. The sampling error o f the 'random' method decreases
with the number o f sampled points according to the theoretically expected statistical error.
In general the 'weedout ’ method seems to perform best, with a smaller sampling error than
predicted by random statistics.
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There are marked differences between ice, snow and freeboard data with respect to
subsampling. For the 'weedout ’ method, the sampling error for the freeboard values was
close to the theoretical random error, while sampling errors o f ice and snow thickness
were considerably smaller. This finding can be interpreted with the help o f the roughness
differences between snow, freeboard and ice. As shown in [Adolphs, 2] the freeboard line,
which defines the ice surface with respect to the water line, was shown to contain the
highest contribution o f short-wave roughness in contrast to the snow and ice underside
surface. As a consequence o f this, the freeboard has the shortest ‘spatial memory’; it
seems to be the most uncorrelated and hence the most randomly distributed quantity
(Figure m.3f). The snow thickness on this particular group 3 floe seems, on the other
hand, to be the most correlated and coherent quantity, as its subsampling error increases
much slower than the solid line. This is in agreement with the findings in [Adolphs, 2]
where the snow surface o f this floe was shown to be smoother at short wavelengths than
the ice underside. In conclusion, this investigation suggests that the best strategy for
reducing data collected on individual floes while introducing the least additional error, is
to regularly increase the data point spacing while keeping the total profile length at 50-100
m. However, it should be restated that such subsampling will cause loss o f roughness
information at shorter wavelengths.
IJI.3.2.3 resultsfor the early winter Ross Sea cruise
Considering the data for the different floe groups (1 to 3) of a whole cruise, the
effect of the 'weedout' subsampling method on the mean values can be investigated. For
that purpose the early winter Ross Sea cruise was selected as it contains the largest
number of floes. Figure m

.6

shows the scatter graphs o f mean ice and snow thicknesses

for the 'weedout ’ method. The standard error intervals (95% confidence), inherent in the
full data sets (1 m spacing) are again indicated at n - I. Comparison o f these error
intervals with the increasing spread in the subset means (with increasing it) shows that the
deviations around the original mean value are generally smaller than the standard error up
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to at least n - 10. Snow thickness shows less scatter in the subset means than ice thickness
and is even more tolerant to subsampling. For fixed n the scatter is only slightly larger for
group

2

than for group

1

and this is true for both ice thickness and snow thickness values

(Figure m . 6 a, b, d and e). In contrast, the scatter is markedly larger for group 3 (Figure
m . 6 c and f). However, this may stem partly from the fact that group 3 contains only five
floes, which also enlarges the error confidence bar. Nevertheless, there seems to be a
tendency towards more scatter with increasing deformation. The same trend was also
observed

between group

I

and

group

2

o f the

late

winter

Ross

and

Amundsen/Bellingshausen Seas; group 3 showed even more scatter for these two cruises
(compared to Figure m .6 e, f ) as it contained only two floes.
Another variety o f the ‘weedout ’ method will be pursued now. Instead o f
subsampling along profile lines in terms o f spacing, it will be subsampled on the ‘floe’
level. This means at n - 2 every second floe is picked, at n - 3 every third and so on. The
resultant scatter in the corresponding subset means for ice, snow and freeboard, as a
function o f n are graphed in Figure m .7a, b and c for the early winter Ross Sea cruise.
Solid lines indicate minimum and maximum scatter at each n\ the inherent standard errors
o f the full data sets are again graphed at n = 1. In view o f the results o f Figure m .7 it can
be concluded that collecting less data on the ‘floe’ level by factors o f up to n = 3 (or at the
most n = 4) seems to be ‘safe’ in the sense that the additionally introduced subsampling
error is smaller than the inherent standard error o f the original data sets.

111.4 Statistical proparties of the shipboard observations (Set B)
III. 4.1 Subsets: equidistant sub-sampling
For the continuous shipboard observations, 25 snow and ice thickness estimates were
acquired hourly (details see [Adolphs, 1]). To make these observations spatially
equidistant, only one of these sets per

10

km segment o f the cruise track was used to form
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the Set B data. For the early winter Ross Sea cruise the Set B data was then divided into
seven distance classes from the ice edge (at distance

0

km) to the continent (at

1200

km).

A pattern o f increasing ice thickness was observed from the ice edge towards the inner
pack ice followed by a sharp decrease from there to the continent. For brevity, three
representative distance classes were selected and are exclusively used: the observations
close to the ice edge (0 -2 0 0 km, class 1), the thickest inner pack ice class (800-1000 km,
class 2) and the thin ice class close to the continent (1200-1300 km, class 3). Analogous
to the application o f the 'weedout ’ method at the ‘floe’ level in section 2.2.3, this method
is applied, with individual shipboard observation sets corresponding to floes. Subsets
containing every nth observation set are formed. As one set represents a 10 km
observation interval, a subsampling degree o f n approximately corresponds to a spatial
resolution o f nx 10 km.
Analogous to Figure m .7, curves o f minimum and maximum spread in mean ice and
snow thickness, are presented in Figure HI.8 as a function o f subsampling degree n for the
three selected distance classes. With the exception o f a few statistical fluctuations the
spread o f the mean thickness values generally increases with subsampling degree n. Class
1

shows the least spread, because o f the fact that it includes the highest number o f

observations. If the inherent standard error (95% confidence) at n = 1 is compared to the
minimum and maximum line for each class, then, similar to the results o f the floe
subsampling (Figure m .7), the observation set subsampling seems to be tolerant to
subsampling o f degrees up to n = 3 or n - 4.

111.5 Distribution functions
This flu*, the focus has been on how specific sampling methods and spatial resolutions
can be expected to affect the associated subset means and their standard deviations. In this
sense two sampling strategies are judged to be ‘equivalent’ to another if the scatter o f
their respective subset means and standard deviations were reasonably close. While the
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first and second statistical moments o f data sets A and B turned out to be relatively robust
towards subsampling, at least at the cruise level, the detailed shapes o f the PDFs are much
less so. On the other hand a qualitative analysis o f PDF shapes for different sampling
strategies is difficult as it depends on subjective decisions whether observed differences
are numerical artifacts o r significant results. The uneven loss o f information between mean
values and PDF shapes with increasing subsampling makes it desirable to know what
creates the detailed shape o f a PDF. Hence it is interesting to investigate how different sea
ice formation processes determine the shape of a PDF. For this purpose the complete Set
A and Set B data o f all three cruises (early and late winter Ross Sea cruise, late winter
Amundsen/Bellingshausen Seas cruise) will be considered in the following. First an
attempt is made to find a common theoretical probability distribution that describes the
different PDFs. Second, a simple statistical ice thickness model is developed to reveal the
different effects o f thermodynamic and deformational ice growth processes on the shape
o f a PDF. Modeled PDFs are found that resemble the observed ones. This allows one to
intercompare the observed PDFs in terms o f the corresponding model parameters.
III. 5.1 Theoretical distribution junctions
Three theoretical distributions (normal, lognormal and gamma) [Bronstein and
Semendjajew, 198S; O stle and M alone, 1988] were fitted to the measured distributions o f
Set A and Set B for all cruises. All three distributions are determined by two parameters, a
and b, for the normal (Gaussian) distribution these parameters are identical to the mean
and standard deviation, calculated over the interval [-«>, ®], For all distributions a and b
were calculated from the condition that the mean and standard deviations o f the
theoretical distributions (calculated over the interval [0 , /),«], with / w

being the

maximum measured ice thickness) agree with those o f the data.
Figure m .9 shows the ice thickness distributions o f Set A and Set B data for all three
cruises. The three calculated theoretical distributions are drawn in each graph and can be
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compared to the measured PDF. Mean values and standard deviations o f the measured
PDF and the parameters o f the fitted distributions are presented in Table m i .
A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed [Conover, 1980] that tests the null
hypothesis as to o f whether the data obey the statistics o f the theoretical distributions
(with parameters a and b from Table m i ) . The probability measure for this test is defined
as
T = su p JF (h )-S (h )|.
Here, supi stands for supremum over the continuous range h €
by the M individual data points h,t i =

1

Am] that is covered

to A/, and F, 5 are theoretical and empirical

cumulative distribution functions (CDF), respectively. F(h) is given by the integral over
the theoretical distribution function (PDF), J(h)
F (h )-{ /(* ')< !/> ',
•m

while 5(h) is given by the ratio o f the number o f data points hx smaller than h and the
number o f all data points
m

" A
h / hi< h

•

The hypothesis 5(h) = F(h) is rejected on the 1- a confidence level if T > T*o, where To is
the critical value o f the test statistics T for the corresponding a

For a = 0.1 (90%

confidence) and number o f observations n o . » 4 0 {no. > 1000 for all data sets in Figure
m .9) To is well approximated by
_ _
1.22
To
I
.
•
V n.o.+vn.o ./1 0

Results for T and To are given in Table m .l. They show that the null hypothesis is
clearly rejected {T> To) in all cases, indicating that none o f the theoretical distributions fits
the data in a pure statistical sense. However there is a ‘hierarchy o f rejection’ for the
different distributions. T for the log normal and gamma distributions is mostly an order of
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magnitude less than T for the normal distribution. This agrees with a visual inspection o f
the graphs in Figure m.9 from which it is evident that for all sets o f the drilling data
(Figure m.9a, b and c) the gamma and/or lognormal distribution provide good fits while
the normal distribution provides a poor fit. For the shipboard observations (Figure m.9 d,
e and f) the decision for the gamma or lognormal distribution seems to be less clear as the
normal distribution fits somewhat better than in the case o f the drilling data.
For the case o f the Amundsen Sea drilling data (Figure m .9c) all three distributions
give poor statistical representations. Therefore; for this particular data set, a superposition
o f two normal or two gamma distributions was also considered and the results are
presented in Figure m .10 and Table m .2. The parameters au b\, 02, lh o f the two
distributions and their relative strengths c\ and C2 = I - ct were determined by minimizing
the least squares difference between the empirical and theoretical cumulative distribution
functions (CDF). The empirical CDF and the resulting (best-fit) CDFs for two normal and
for two gamma distributions are shown in Figure EH. 10 a, while the corresponding PDFs
are shown in Figure m .l0 b . The results o f the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in Table m.2
still show rejection o f the null hypothesis: however the statistical representation o f the data
is improved nevertheless. On the other hand, the use o f S free distribution parameters (au
by, a i, bz and Ci) instead o f just

2

casts doubt on whether this improvement is significant.

However, the ice thickness model presented in the next section will lend considerable
support to the idea that the ice thickness distribution is a superposition o f a basic gamma
distribution with several weaker distributions o f more complicated structure.

III. 5.2 Statistical ice thickness model
From the previous section it is evident that, generally, there is no simple theoretical
probability distribution that matches the statistical properties o f the ice thickness data sets
close enough to pass the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. This should not be particularly
unexpected because the ice thickness distribution in a geographical area is governed by
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several different sea-ice growth processes, each with distinct properties and distributions.
Consequently the PDF may be a superposition o f several probability distributions. In the
following, a statistical ice growth model is developed that illustrates this effect. This model
does not describe the sea ice growth processes in detail; instead it uses only the main
characteristics o f each process, which are necessary to predict its influence on the shape o f
the PDF.
III.5 .2.1 M odel description
The time evolution o f a set o f M ice thickness measurements is tracked in a
geographic area that is large enough so that thermodynamic growth conditions (such as air
temperature, oceanic heat flux) show significant spatial variation at most times. (For
brevity we denote the ice thickness measurements as ‘floes’; such a ‘floe’ represents a
region o f a real composite floe, that is small enough so that it could be represented by one
ice thickness measurement). The ‘floes’ are sorted into i = 1 to ATbins o f width Ah - 10
cm. At time /, bin / contains n\ ‘floes’ which have thicknesses between ht + (Ah)/2 and A, (Ah)/2. The influence o f the different ice growth processes on the bin populations n\ is
modeled as follows:

1. Thermodynamic growth:
Until time f+1, a fraction

(Ju —h )
— —of the ‘floes’ in bin / will grow and ‘move’ to
K

bin r+1 while a corresponding fraction o f new ‘floes' will ‘arrive’ from bin i-l. Both terms
decrease linearly with increasing ice thickness; ho is an upper limiting ice thickness beyond
which no more ice growth occurs. If thin ice is assumed to grow fester than thick ice the
following linear relation is obtained
„i+i -_ n,
n,
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with a, ranging between

0

and 1, being the dimensionless parameter for thermodynamic

growth. During all model runs presented later, ho is taken as a constant (3S0 cm). One
could interpret ho as the thermodynamic thickness limit o f multi year floes which depends
on mean air temperature, oceanic heat flux, snow cover and other factors (which all
depend on time). For short simulation times corresponding to first year ice (as is the case
in this study) the model results are insensitive to the exact value o f ho used. Besides, for
thermodynamic growth the form of Equation (1) will be applicable also for gradual
deformational processes whose likelihood decreases linearly with ice thickness. One
example could be the aggregation o f floes through collisions o f pancake ice.

2. Lead form ation:
At each time step a fraction bM is added to the first ice thickness bin to mimic the
formation o f new ice during pack ice expansion and lead formation,
n(*1 = n( + bM ,

(2)

where b is the dimensionless parameter for lead formation, which ranges between 0 and 1.

3. Deformation: Ridging and rafting
During pack ice compression, rafting and ridging events diminish the population of
thin ice below a threshold A& by the formation o f much thicker ice above this threshold.
Significant deformation only occurs in ice below this threshold. At time t a fraction
c g
cQtA - h t ) o f the floes in bin i will leave for bin i*R while an amount o f —n,/* (A* - h i/R)
floes enters from bin — , R is the thickening ratio (dimensionless, see explanation below)
R
and c is the parameter for the amount o f deformation (ranging between 0 and 1). Summing
up the two terms gives
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„n-i _ _f
n,
- n t l- c

tk

+ R n,/*

(3)

K

for the equation governing deformation.
Strictly, the thin ice threshold

is different for ridging and rafting. Using mean

material properties o f arctic sea ice, Parmerter [1974] derives that rafting should be
largely restricted to ice thicknesses <

20

cm, even if occasionally, rafts o f up to

100

cm

thick ice have been observed [Weeks and Kovaes, 1970]. For ridging there is no true
threshold, even very thick floes can continue to form a ridge provided that this ridge is
already large enough to break the floe by isostatic imbalance [Parmerter and Coon; 1973].
However Parmerter and Coon [1973] also state that the vast majority o f ridges form in
thin ice (smaller than 20-50 cm thickness). Here, h,/, = 50 cm is used, describing ridging
and rafting as one combined process
The thickening ratio also depends on the type o f deformation process. For rafting o f
equally thick floes R is about 2, which represents a minimum value, while maximum values
o f R equal to about

8

are obtained for ridges that reach limiting height within the

kinematic ridge model o f Parmerter and Coon [1973]. For a lead containing 20 cm thick
ice the resulting ridges o f maximum height are therefore about 160 cm high. Values
between the extremes R - 2 and R = 8 should yield effective values for a combination o f
ridging and rafting.
III.5.2.2 Results
In the following, a series o f model runs is discussed. At time t = 0 the first bin
contains »i - 500 floes while all the other bins are empty. One can then study the
influences o f the parameters a, b and c (representing the respective amounts of
thermodynamic growth, lead formation and ice deformation) on the shape o f the resulting
PDF. For instance, Figure m . l l a , b and c show the time evolution o f the special case,
where just thermodynamic growth is considered (a = 0.35, b and c are zero). Equation (1)
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corresponds to a diffusive process with a rigid wall on the left (non-existence o f negative
ice thicknesses). From the initial stage at time t - 0 (Figure m .lla ) the ensemble o f floe
thicknesses develops first into a gamma distribution (Figure m . l l b ) which then evolves
into a normal distribution (Figure m .11 c). hi the next model run, new ice formation (b
>0) was added to the scenario. This is considered in Figure H I.lid , e and f. The resultant
ice thickness PDF after time step t —25 for a lead formation parameter b = 0.03 is shown
in Figure m i l d . In comparison to Figure m . l l c the thin ice bins are clearly increased at
the cost o f a little less medium thick ice as shown by the more asymmetric and flatter
shape in Figure m . 1Id. As a last process ridging and rafting are added to the scenario o f
Figure m i l d . The deformational parameter was chosen as c - 0.015 and the thickening
ratio R was chosen equal to 2 in the first run (Figure m i l e ) and equal to 4 in the second
run (Figure m i If). As can be seen in both Figure m .11 e and £ a thick ice tail (to the
right) has developed after time step / = 25 for R = 2. This tail illustrates the efficient
transfer o f ‘floes’ from thin to thick ice bins by deformation. For R - 4 this transfer is even
more efficient leading to a stronger thick ice tail.
By understanding the different processes and their influence on the shape of the
distribution an attempt was made to reproduce the principal traits o f the ice thickness
distribution o f the three cruises. The results o f this modeling attempt can be seen in
Figure

m.12 a, b and c. For both Ross Sea cruises essentially the same set o f parameters

(a= 0 .3 5 ,

6

= 0 .0 1 , c = 0.015 and R = 3) was selected. After time step / = 20 a PDF results

(Figure m. 12 a), which is similar in shape to the drilling PDF o f the early winter Ross Sea
cruise (Figure m .9 a) but includes somewhat more thin ice. After time step / - 32 the
shape o f the PDF has not changed very much as compared to / - 20 (Figure m i 2 a) but
has shifted to the right (Figure m .l2 b ). This reproduces the principal difference between
the Set A PDFs o f Figure m .9 a and b. In order to reproduce the PDF of the late winter
Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas a different set o f parameters was chosen, with more
thin ice formation in leads (b - 0.04), more deformation (c - 0.03) and higher thickening
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ratio (R = S). The result o f this simulation at time step f = 35 can be seen in Figure m . 12c.
One sees in comparison to Figure m .9c that the modeled PDF does reproduce important
characteristics o f the measured PDF, for example the extended tail towards higher ice
thicknesses and hence the general asymmetric shape. The fact that there is more thin ice in
the modeled PDF than in the field data is undoubtedly the result o f the fact that the model,
unlike the drilling data [Adolphs, 1], does not contain a bias against ice thinner than 30
cm, which was generally not sampled.
In conclusion it can be stated that this simple statistical ice thickness model does
adequately simulate the relevant influences o f major ice formation processes on the PDF.
The model allows the principal characteristics o f the real data PDFs to be modeled. In
addition, the selected sets o f parameters for the Ross and the Amundsen/Bellingshausen
Seas show that lead formation and deformation are important in the latter area while the
relative contribution o f thermodynamic ice growth is more important in the Ross Sea. This
agrees well with the finding o f previous studies, where much higher amounts of
congelation ice growth were discovered in the calmer Ross Sea embayment [Jeffries and
Adolphs, in press]. This is in contrast to the Amundsen/Bellingshausen Sea region which is
prone to more divergent and convergent ice motion, which leads to increased new ice
formation and ridging/rafting, respectively [Adolphs, I]

111.6 Conclusions
Two different sets (Set A and Set B) o f snow and ice thickness data, which were
acquired during three cruises in the Ross, Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas were
examined regarding statistical tolerance with respect to different subsampling methods.
The results can be summarized as follows.
The Set A (drilling data) behaved isotropically, which means that changes between
mean thicknesses along profile lines o f equal length were independent o f the direction of
the profile lines.
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Three different subsampling methods were tested along profiles from representative
floes. Among these methods the first 'weedout ' subsampling strategy performed best.
According to this strategy drilling points are spaced farther from each other with
increasing subsampling degree n (equivalent to a spacing o f n m). The subsampling error
was found to increase slower with increasing n than the random statistical standard error.
This is due to spatial coherence in the snow and ice thickness profiles.
Considering the scatter in the means o f ice and snow thickness o f 'weedout' subsets
taken from each floe during the whole cruise, it was shown that subsampling errors remain
usually within the 95% confidence intervals o f the original data sets up to a subsampling
degree o f n =

10 .

'W eedout' on the ‘floe* level, i.e. picking every n-th floe for a subsampling degree n
suggests that mean thickness values o f a whole cruise are generally tolerant (within 95%
confidence interval) to subsampling up to degree n = 3. The Set B (shipboard
observations) were similarly subsampled on the level o f individual observation sets. The
effect o f increasing subsampling degree n (equivalent to picking every w-th observation
set, which corresponds to a spatial interval o f nxlO km between individual sets) on the
statistics o f three representative distance classes (defined in terms o f distance from the ice
edge) o f the early winter Ross Sea cruise was studied. Mean ice and snow thicknesses
stayed within the 95% error interval up to subsampling degrees o f n - 3 or 4.
Theoretical probability distributions (normal, lognormal and gamma) were fitted to
the ice thickness PDFs o f the field data. The lognormal and gamma distributions fitted the
drilling data better than the normal distribution. A simple statistical ice thickness model
was developed in order to leam how different ice growth and development processes
influence the shape o f the ice thickness PDF. The principal characteristics of the real data
PDFs could be simulated using sets o f model parameters, which are consistent with the
relative acquisition times o f the different data sets and observational evidence on the
degree o f ice deformation.
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111.8 Figures

Figure 111.1: Ice stations along three track lines followed by the Nathaniel B. Palmer
(NBP) between May and September 1995. NBP 95-3 (open circles) visited the Ross
Sea in early winter (May/June 95), NBP 95-5/1 (filled circles) in late winter (August 95).
During cruise NBP 95-5/2 (September 95) a track of another 14 ice stations was laid
out in the Amundsen/ Bellingshausen Seas.
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Figure III.2. Histograms of mean value differences between two profile sections,
(a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to each other, for all floes of all cruises. Individual
sections consist of 50 holes spaced at 1 m distance.
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Figure fll.3. Scatter of mean ice thicknesses (a), mean snow thicknesses (b) and
mean freeboard (c) as a function of the subsampling degree n for a representative
group 3 floe, sampled at Julian Day 249 in the Amundsen/Bellingshausen Seas. The
‘w e e d o u t ' method was used, i.e. n corresponds to a hole spacing o f r t meters. The
corresponding standard deviations of the subset means ( s t d s ) are graphed in figures
(d), (e) and (f) and can be compared to the theoretical expected additional random
error for given n (solid line). Error bars at n = 1 in (a), (b) and (c) indicate 95%
confidence intervals for the original (not subsampled) data set, horizontal lines (solid
lines) in (a), (b) and (c) indicate the constant means as reference.
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n, degree ofsubsampffng

Figure 111.4. Standard deviations (std) of mean ice thicknesses for representative
floes of (a) group 1 and (b) group 2 obtained, using the ' w e e d o u t ' method. They
can be compared to the standard error lines (solid lines).
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Figure III.S. Standard deviations of the subset means ( s t d s ) of ice thickness are
graphed for the group 3 floe as a function of m, the number of selected drilling
points for the (a) 'random' and (b) ‘s e c t i o n a l ’ subsampling methods. Stds are closely
distributed along the expected additional standard error for a given m (solid line) for the
'r a n d o m ' method (a) while they deviate substantially for the ' s e c t i o n a l ’ method (b).
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Figure III.6. Scatter graphs of mean ice (a),(b) and (c) and snow thicknesses (d).
(e) and (f) for the three deformationai floe groups of the early winter Ross Sea cruise
using the ‘weedout method. 95% confidence error bars of the original data sets are
given at n = 1, horizontal lines (solid lines) indicate the constant means as reference.
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n, degree of subsampling
Figure 111.7. Subsampling of the drilling data of the early winter Ross Sea cruise on
the Hoe’ level using the ‘w e e d o u f method. The subset means of ice thickness, snow
thickness and mean freeboard, together with lines of maximum and minimum scatter
(solid lines) are graphed against subsampling degree n (on the ‘floe’ level this
corresponds to picking every nth floe to obtain a subset). 95% confidence error bars
(for the original data set of all 29 floes) are given at n ~ 1, horizontal lines (solid)
indicate the constant means as reference.
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Figure III.8. Shipboard data (Set B) of the early winter Ross Sea cruise: The minimum
and maximum spread of the subset means of ice and snow thicknesses plotted
against subsampling degree n (here every nth observation set was picked to obtain a
subset) for three selected distance dasses (data sorted in terms of distance from the
ice edge). 95% confidence intervals of the complete data set is given at n = 1.
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Figure 111.9. Ice thickness PDFs of Set A and Set B data in comparison to three theoretical distributions (normal, lognormal
and gamma) with optimum parameters a and b (Table 111.1) for all three cruises. Mean values, standard deviations (sftJ)
and the number of observations (n o.) for the field data are also given.
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Figure 111.10. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) and probability density
functions (PDF) for the drilling data of the lata winter Amundsen Sea (empirical)
and for a superposition of either two normal or two gamma distributions (theoretical).
As can be seen in Table III.2 the Kolmogorov-Smimov test performs better for the
gamma distributions fit
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Figure 111.11. Theoretical runs of the statistical ice thickness model, with parameters
a (for thermodynamic growth), b (for the amount of lead formation), c (representing
ice deformation) and R (dimensionless, ridging thickening ratio); (a), (b) and (c)
shows the time evolution (time step t - 0 ,8 and 25) considering only thermodynamic
growth (b, c =0); in (d) new ice formation in leads is included; and in (e) and (f)
ridging with different thickening ratios is considered.
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Figure 111.12. Simulations of the characteristic traits of the ice thickness PDFs of the
early and late winter Ross Sea and the late winter Amundsen/Bellingshausen Seas
using the statistical ice thickness model. Model parameters (f, a, b , c, R ) and mean
values as well as standard deviations (std) are given for the modeled PDFs.
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111.9 Tables

Table 111.1. Distribution parameters and results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
log.normal

normal
Cruise

mean stdav.

a

[cm] [cm] 5)

b

T*

a

b

T

gamma
a

b

T

T.

R ol11(Set A)

65

33

62.0 35.5 0.156 4.1

0.48 0.087 4.0

16.4 0.091 0.020

Ro1 (SetB)

51

27

46.7 30.7 0.089 3.8 0.51 0.086 3.4

14.7 0.078 0.011

Ro2^' (Set A)

77

29

76.2 29.7 0.075 4.3 0.37 0.051 6.9

11.1 0.042 0.027

Ro2 (SetB)

46

26

41.4 29.3 0.118 3.7 0.52 0.055 3.2

14.3 0.038 0.014

AmJ' (Set A)

92

70

•10.2 122.0 0.617 4.3

0.86 0.157 1.5

64.5 0.178 0.027

Am (SetB)

50

31

40.1 37.7 0.152 3.7 0.57 0.144 2.6

18.9 0.097 0.015

0 early winter Ross Sea (May/June 1995)
2) late winter Ross Sea (August 1995)
3) late winter Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (August/ September 1995)
4) T is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability measure, supt, (F(h)-S(h)|- Here, h is the data, and F, S are
theoretical and empirical cumulative functions (CDF), respectively. The hypothesis S(h) = F(h) is rejected
on the 90%confidence level if T > To.
5) units of a, b depend oa distribution type: normal: [a] = cm, [b] * cm, gamma: [a]3 1, [b] - cm and
log.normal: [a] * 1 ,0>1 * 1-
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Table 111.2. Superposition of two distributions: results for S e t

A

of the late winter

Amundsen Sea.

distribution

Si
D

bi

St

b>

Ct

T

T#

2x normal

60.6 23.0 0.70 141.8 58.9 0.30 0.065 0.027

2x gamma

4.95 14.31 0.88 5.92 38.00 0.12 0.058 0.027

0 units afa»bi(iacl>2), depend on distribution type: e.g. normal: [aj » cm, [bj * cm, gamma: [ad*
[bj = cm.
2)Ci (i= l, 2) indicates the relative strength of each distribution.
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